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Valley shows shy side at the school trivia night….

….but they still raised $15,000 plus
not found his trousers).
After months of meeting, planning and plenty
of preparation, we went to air.
The studio audience was nothing if not eclectic. Our presenters, Gary and Patsy kept the night
going at cracking pace with questions, jokes
There was a table of Far Side Cows (Best
and laughs.
Dressed Table); Gilligan Island with Ginger
60 second commercials filled the “big screen”
(Best Dressed Women) and Rome was well
and where met with approval and applause.
represented with one of its Gladiator’s taking
The studio audience was well looked after by
out Best Dressed Male.
the catering team and bar staff.
Also present were Dame Edna Everage and
Malcolm Fraser (who as of October 20 still had Items available through the “Not So
Ordinaries” were hotly contested and the
“Broker” kept on her toes all night.
There was also a constant buzz from the silent
auction area.
At the time of printing the exact final figure for
the night is still being tabulated.
However we already know that the children of
Kangaroo Valley Public School have once
again been well supported by their community.
On their behalf we would like to thank all our
sponsors everyone involved and everyone who
came.
Helen Gelberman
Dame Edna and her consort ready to party!

Trivia Tonight……Last Week….
The television event of the decade came
and went.

News p1–14

Political coverage p3 –5

Regular columns p15-35

Photographs: Above left
The Far Side team. Not only best dressed but
the clear-cut, outright trivia winners as well!
Above: Notable for his aplomb and discretion,
this visiting celebrity made a point of telling the
Voice “Jolly good show. Well done. Eh what?”
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Once again this month the primary focus of
Kangaroo Valley has been on the activities of
the public school, but this time in response to
the efforts of the P & C and the creative and
hardworking group responsible for the
annual trivia night, which this year not only
celebrated a 20th birthday, but raised a
record sum to assist many areas of school
needs and funding.
The high degree of support for this event,
includes a number of people who do not have
and many never have had pupils attending the
valley school and it is more credit to the
committee, that they are able to elicit support
from not only those individuals, but many
businesses and organisations outside our
boundaries who are encouraged to be sponsors.
In this issue both of our real estate advertisers
are both reporting excellent results in recent
weeks and months and the retail regeneration of
the village also continues apace.
The threat of the equine influenza epidemic still
shrouds the valley.
It is hoped that by some miracle, the scourge
will pass by the valley without striking down
our horse population and those who rely on a
“clean” environment for their industries and
attractions to survive if not thrive.
With the major event of the year, the annual A
& H Show scheduled for February, there has
been substantial changes to the refreshment
area in the showground, with an eye to meeting
the archaic liquor licensing laws, which are a
colonial hangover that this state various state
governments continue to enshrine as if some
holy grail.
The inconsistency is challenging to understand.
The Robertson Show has no such restrictions in
place and people are allowed free movement
while having a convivial with friends.
Why the Valley needs wire compounds and
Robertson patrons roam free is beyond me.
The same draconian approach to the proposed
amalgamation of the Bowling Club, where a
multiplicity of government organisations and

Letters to the Editor

departments and regulations have to be satisfied
before each step, is time consuming, wasteful
and questionable as to whether so much of it is
red tape for the sake of red tape or to protect
some vested interests and continue decisions
and impositions from previous times simply
because they exist.
On the question of Osborne Park, we have been
waiting for someone else to point up the
number of new signs erected at the showground
all of which have the name spelled incorrectly.
It should be Osborne Park not Osbourne.
The signs of do and dont’s at the Park are also
symptomatic of the intrusiveness of the
regulatory controls over citizens lives, activities
and enjoyment of simple rights.
Great to see the arts and cultural activities in the
valley continuing to expand.
Apart from the Buster Keaton festival, reviewed
on page 24, there are two piano concerts
coming up (see back page), a bluegrass and folk
day (page 32), news of the youth group music
activities and the arts and craft exhibition in
Walkers Lane on the first weekend (see page
43).
The heart of a community newspaper such as
the Valley Voice is often measured by the
Letters to the Editor section and again we have
received a variety of letters this month,
informing, enquiring, complimenting and
sharing news with all our readers.
When the letters spill to four pages it is an
editor’s delight.
As ever we are grateful to our contributors and
advertisers, without whom there would be no
paper, their support is vital and appreciated.
There is, of course, a federal election due in
November and it is pleasing to note that to date
the valley has not been plastered with signage
and some of the candidates have chosen to state
their cases through the pages of the Voice.
It is a dignified and efficient way to get their
messages across and persuade, rather than
bombard the voters.
Carl Leddy
The Editor

Looking for answers –can you help?
All letters must be
signed by the writer
and give both
business and home
phone numbers so
letters can be verified.

Mail to :
The Editor
c/o Post Office
Kangaroo Valley. 2577

Hello,
Today we paid a visit to your beautiful town.
The last time I was there was about 1944-45.
I am currently “doing” my family tree…..
Goodhew.
The family story is that my grandmother,
Dorothy Millicent (nee Foster) grew up there
as a foster child.
She states on her marriage certificate that she
was born in Bourke 1893-4, her parents were
John Foster and Ethel McInerney (both
deceased by 1912).
(Continued on page 4)
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Restoration of historic George Walker Bridge big project for Park
Pioneer Museum Park has just begun a
major heritage undertaking with the
restoration of the suspension bridge.
Originally, Mr George Walker owned and
operated the dairy farm, now called
"Clinton Park" in Wattamola.
In 1931 he needed to have access to cross
Broger's Creek which ran through his property.
With the help of the local blacksmith and one
report states "with the friendly help of some
local farmers" he built the 260 foot long bridge
between milkings and other farm work, in three
months.
Forty-five years later, after the Shire Council
had built a concrete bridge some 200 yards up
river, the Pioneer Museum Trust and the
Historical Society decided to dismantle the
structure and restore it over Tanner's Creek, at
the gorge which leads visitors from the
Museum Park to the two bush walks around and
along the banks of the Kangaroo River.
This required some replacement of logs and
timbers but the majority of the bridge was in a
re-useable condition and from March to July
1977 "the large number of local residents who
helped in this operation was remarkable".
In 1986 the header stock at the northern end of
the bridge revealed dry rot and replacement was
carried out again by locals.
In 1996 the 17th Squadron Royal Aust.
Engineers, organised by newly elected member

Election 2007
The Federal Election to be held on
November 24, has attracted a field of
five candidates for the seat of Gilmore.
They are sitting member Joanna Gash (Liberal)
and challengers Neil Reilly (Labor), Ben van
der Wijngaart (Greens), Bohdan Brumerskyj
(Christian Democrats) and None Of The Above
(Independent).
Mrs Gash has held the seat since 1996.
In her opening statement Mrs Gash said, “It is
with great pleasure I enter the campaign for
Gilmore.
While I am extremely proud of what we have
achieved and this will be highlighted in the
weeks to come, this election is about what I
have to offer for the future of Gilmore.
I have a vision for the future of Gilmore … it is
focussed on higher employment through
education, training and business support, better
transport and roads, improved health and aged
care services, listening to and acting on behalf
of our young people and addressing
environmental issues.
There are set to be two election campaigns, a
national campaign about who can best run the
trillion dollar economy and a local campaign
about who can best secure resources for roads,
health services and community facilities.
The Liberal/National Coalition has a track
record on keeping the economy strong. I have a
track record of delivering on roads, health,
employment initiatives and education and
training.
As the Member for Gilmore I will determinedly
maintain focus on roads, health, jobs and

for Gilmore, Joanna Gash,
carried out the replacement of
the crumpled south western
end headstock and several
supporting bridge deck
timbers.
In February 2007 the northern
end headstock again rotted
through and as John Griffith in
1977 said "the motivation for
this is to save an "idea".
The George Walker Bridge
represents an important period
in history when the
community's response to a
need was "self-help".
This is the sentiment felt very
strongly by the present Trust
The Bridge! Attractive and significant but needing repair
and Historical Society and
thus we are ready to begin a
YOUR MUSEUM NEEDS YOU
complete conservation of the whole bridge.
Previous repairs were carried out using
Jing Jo Thai and Source at Kangaroo will
untreated timbers which led to the ongoing
maintenance, however, all the main timbers and hold a fund raising barbeque in the grounds of
the Museum early in February 2008 - more
any others showing signs of decay will be
details in December Valley Voice - and the
replaced with treated timber.
Stringy Bark timber with the four main pylons Trust is at present applying for grants and
being of a wider diameter than the original ones financial support from as many sources as it
has been donated by local farmer Mr Bill Selby can, to raise the $16,500 needed for the repairs.
All labour will need to be undertaken by the
and the treatment of this timber is being
donated also, by Waxwood Treatment Plant at local community and if you can assist in any
way at any time please advise either Rick Saur
Albion Park.
on 4465 1727 or Elaine Apperley on 4465 2026
These timbers should last after treatment
considerably longer than previous timbers used or email:
enquiries@kangaroovalleymuseum. com
and restoration plans will incorporate
Helping will not be difficult and will consist of
sympathetic methods of protecting open
steadying timbers, pulling ropes and general
surfaces from weather damage.
easy labouring jobs.
Local builder Mr Rick Saur, past Trust Board
Ladies might like to provide morning teas for
member, is the project manager and Greg
Westlake from Westlake Engineering in Nowra the labourers.
You could fill out the form below for your offer
will oversee and sign off the repairs.
of help or your financial assistance.
There will be another Bridge Opening
Ceremony in 2008 when the project is
Elaine Apperley
completed.
education and training.
Roads – Commonwealth funding for costed and
planned upgrades of the Princes Highway
Health – Funding to see vital services returned
to Batemans Bay Hospital
Jobs – Build on our region’s strengths,
Defence, education and training and tourism
and support economically and environmentally
balanced development proposals and
infrastructure upgrades to encourage job
creation.
Education & Training – Champion the further
growth of the Shoalhaven University of
Wollongong campus, encourage new and
enhance existing skills training providers and
bolster links between training providers and
employers.
My vision for Gilmore is for it to recognise and
build on its strengths, anticipate what is around
the corner, not be afraid of the future and to
blaze a trail toward it, look to our young people
as our greatest resource, take the necessary
steps to maintain a strong economy while
addressing the challenges of climate change,
(Continued on page 5)

PLEASE COMPLETE THIS FORM
AND LEAVE AT THE POST OFFICE
FOR COLLECTION
MY HELP FOR THE MUSEUM
NAME: .….………………………………..
PHONE /EMAIL:
………………..……….………………………
I CAN HELP
DAY(S) OF THE WEEK:
………………………………….……………….
TIME(S) …………………………………….
I WOULD LIKE TO DONATE
$.............................
TO THE BRIDGE RESTORATION FUND

Cheques may be made payable to
the Pioneer Museum Trust
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the intersection much safer and as we have
already had one accident there, we were more
(Continued from page 2)
than eager to see something done.
I remember going with my parents to Kangaroo
Sharon Selby
Valley around 1944-5, possibly for my Father
to tell his Mother that her husband had just
The Editor
died, 28th December1944.
They apparently separated in 1918 when my
Tribute to Doris Good
Father was about six years.
Apart from the marriage certificates, she
Members of Kangaroo Valley Senior Citizens
married again in 1947 and her death certificate wish to offer their condolences to the Good
there is no other information about her.
family on the passing of their matriarch Doris
She died in Gosford in 1970.
Good.
My recollections are of a large house with a
Doris was one of the founding members of the
verandah across the front, possibly all around,
Club when it opened in 1990 and a well
set on the high side of the street.
respected and valuable member for many years
There were two sets of steps rising from street later.
level, there was a garden separating the steps,
She will be sadly missed in the Valley but
rather bushy I think.
remembered for her support, enthusiasm and
Mum and the children waited in the car while
hospitality at this Club and the many other
Dad went inside.
organisations in the community to whom she
Is there a possibility that there were any guest
kindly donated her time and effort.
houses in your town about that time?
Kangaroo Valley Senior Citizens
Grandma states that she was a house maid when
Liz Krypiec.
she married in 1912.
Secretary.
As I am at a dead end with her background I am
The Editor
thinking that she may have come to Sydney
looking for work, but found none and then
looked further.
Himalayan film update
Perhaps being a house maid in your town,
before returning to Sydney to be married and
A nice piece on the matter in current Voicemaybe returning after separating about 1918.
arrived the day I flew back after a brief visit to
Dad’s Father and Grandmother reared him at
Chakola.
Marrickville.
What an interesting Community KV has
Of course all this supposition on my part may
become !
be wrong, but there was always some sort of
Martin Salter may have struck pay dirt as an
connection to Kangaroo Valley.
original sponsor for the Women's Overland
When we were little we would often “go for a
Himalayan Expedition 1958 was Ovaltine who
drive” but Dad always refused to go to
seek an image of youth and vitality etc etc..
Kangaroo Valley if we asked.
A good film was taken but alas like the rest too
The Uniting Church seems to have a memory
dark to use (ASA 25 it was then ).
for me. Is it possible that there was a house
Now all digitalised and OK so there is strong
there earlier and the church was built on that
chance that Ovaltine will cover costs for ALL
site later?
of the one hour documentary and Martin gets to
I hope this makes sense, I know what I want to do the leg work !
say but am having trouble putting it into words. Martin has given two smart men a digital
Basically was there a guest house there and is
camera each and between them a video digital.
there anyone who remembers that era and
Incidentally there is a Zanskgari PHd living in
possibly my Grandma?
England currently, these men and women are
I would appreciate it if you could reply, if I am nothing if not smart!
wrong then I will need to take another path.
The two are to be paid a stipend of sterling
I have been “doing” this for 30 years and this
pounds 900 each a year for three years and their
lack of information has become a real problem. duties are to take a series of images of changes.
Thanks for reading this far.
I like to think we can run some shows and find
Barbara Hopwood a few dollars.
Readers who may be able to help our
It has been decided to use an actress to read
correspondent with any helpful information
parts of Antonia Deacock’s book No Purdah in
with this please ph: Elaine Apperley on 4465
Paddam over the film ( email shops sometimes
2026 or email elaineaa@bigpond.net.au.
do have copies I find, as I gave one each to our
two children.)
The grand-daughter of Anne Davis (83) the
The Editor
expedition leader, plans to retrace her
grandmothers footsteps in 2008, the 50 year
Thumbs up!
anniversary.
I would like to commend the RTA on their
Interest is beings shown by members of my
recent improvements to the intersection of
family too !
Moss Vale Road and Kangaroo Valley Road.
The Indian Army plan to put a road from Leh
As a resident of Glenmurray Road, with a
the capitol of Ladakh to Manali in Himachel
business and children, our family can use the
Pradesh,via the Kingdom of Zanskgar.
intersection up to a dozen times a day, whether That will change the scene for sure.
it be the children’s school buses, my husband
The Australian Himalayan Foundation have
going back and forth from work up or myself
deduced that 50% of infants to the age of 5
going out for work or family commitments.
years die in these areas.
The improvements are sensible and have made

Letters to the Editor (continued)
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A medical seminar has just been held that 50
attended.
Doctors and local health workers attended and
also the 'Alchis' or Shaman or in old language
'witch doctors' these are being taught hygiene
etc.
I made the point that such environments do
demand a high tribute from humans.
One bad season can see many die of starvation,
one son in each family goes to a monastery this
acting as a family planning device.
I have suggested that if these plans are
successful then there lies a responsibility to also
introduce family planning units and such as free
birth control requirements.
Otherwise what would happen to the sudden
human surplus!
Off on the bus to the big city?-if they are one of
the lucky survivors that is .
We expect that the documentary film will be a
little late as the editor who is more or less pro
bono had to do a full paid commercial editing
job-to eat- thus setting back our film.
Call this all Karma ?
Stay Tuned !
Warwick Deacock
The Editor

Recollections of World War 2
The Beaumont Writers’ group announces its
next project, for an extended version of its
“Recollections of World War 2”, which was
produced in a small booklet during 2006.
This publication from group members
impressed readers with its first-hand
impressions of the 1939-45 war, from the
viewpoint of family members who were not
directly involved in hostile action, but affected
in some personal way – and which the group
members considered worthy of collection for
future readers, minding that the time left to
record such impressions from the writers’
memories is limited.
The next stage, which is partly supported by a
Shoalhaven Arts Board grant, is aimed to cast
beyond this writing group to seek similar
records and memories from others in or near the
Shoalhaven region.
People who would like to contribute to an
extended version may submit their entries for
consideration, with the guidelines as follows:
! Impressions may be in forms of (non
fiction) prose or poetry, typed or printed,
up to a maximum length of 1500 words
(copies of CD or diskette may later be
requested, if available)
! Submitted items need to reflect the direct
experience of the writer, as civilians who
were somehow affected by WW2 – either
being in countries involved – or for
example from emotional impact from loss
or casualty of a family member – or
memories from a civilian front, e.g. air
raids, rationing, government restrictions,
etc.
! While any need to edit submissions will be
done in consultation with contributors,
group decisions over inclusion in the new
collection will be final and not for review.
(Continued on page 14)
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Bowling Club survives! To merge with Nowra

As reported in our last issue, the members of
KVB&RC voted unanimously in favour of the
Board’s proposal to amalgamate with Nowra
Bowling Club.
The loan agreements and other documentation

have been completed and plans are well
advanced to carry out the agreed renovations
and improvements to the facilities, while Nowra
is providing management expertise and
direction for the clubs future.

The men who saved the Kangaroo Valley
Bowling and Recreation Club from extinction.
From left: Phillip Chittick, Ken Crocker,
Lance Brown, Martin Barclay,
Harold Sharman, Slim Ward and Phil Broad

has a long-term plan to take Australia forward both our economy and our children’s future.
“Our community wants a government that will
over the next 10 years.”
look after the interests of Gilmore, not its own
Kevin Rudd’s plan for the future will deliver:
(Continued from page 3)
narrow agenda. We can’t afford three more
An Education Revolution by investing in our
embrace change and encourage innovation;
years of a government or a local member that
schools and skilling up the work force and
and acknowledge and, as a community, address delivering a national broadband network.
has lost touch with this community.” Mr Reilly
problems.
said
A strong economy that delivers for working
My campaign will be run on a carbon neutral
families.
“Gilmore needs new leadership. I look forward
basis and will be a demonstration of the
Balance and fairness in the workplace by
to this campaign as an opportunity to highlight
practical steps people can take to improve
getting rid of the extreme WorkChoices laws
Kevin Rudd’s plans for the future.”
environmental sustainability.
and abolishing Mr Howard’s unfair AWA
My vision for Gilmore is to work with the
contracts.
people of Gilmore and to continue “Getting the A national plan to fix our hospitals and provide
Job Done”.
an extra $2 billion to take the pressure off
I look forward to the campaign and the
hospital emergency departments and provide
opportunity to highlight our successes and to
support to our doctors and nurses.
www.kvvoice@shoal.net.au
spell out my plan for the future of Gilmore”.
Practical action on Climate Change to protect
Neil Reilly, Labor candidate for Gilmore,
has welcomed the official start to the 2007
federal election campaign.
Mr Reilly said, “This election is about the
future, about who can deliver new leadership
for Australia.”
(Established 1897)
“Over the past few months I have been out and
about in Gilmore listening to the views of the
community. Their message is simple. Despite a
booming economy, the majority of Gilmore’s
working families struggle to make ends meet as
they face increasing grocery bills, higher petrol
prices and huge mortgages. These people are
among the poorest in Australia.” Mr Reilly said
“Those that have jobs in Australia’s
unemployment capital are worried about job
security under unfair workplace laws and the
lack of affordable housing.”
“It is clear that there is strong mood for
31 Moss Street, NOWRA, NSW 2541
change.” Mr Reilly said
Telephone: (02) 4421 7688
“After 11 years in power Mr Howard and Mrs
Gash are stale and have lost touch with
Incorporating the practices of
working families. Kevin Rudd has fresh ideas to
Alan C. Peters. Phelps & Brown and LFJ Norman
tackle the nation’s future challenges like
climate change, hospitals and education, and

Election 2007

Valley Voice news
please to

A.P.Sparke & Broad
Solicitors & Attorneys

OBJECTIVE, INDEPENDENT
ADVICE FOR ALL YOUR
LEGAL MATTERS
Contact: Philip Broad
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they have ‘put their money where their mouths
are’ so to speak.
Renee has taken on the challenge of Ag and
Kangaroo Valley Branch environment and Tracey will help out Wendy
Norris who may not be able to attend all the
The meeting this month (9:10:07) was also the craft meetings.
AGM for the branch.
The guest speaker for the day and chair for the
The Executive is:-President Gwen Nelson,
election of officers was Velma Walker.
Hon Secretary: Marie Heald and
Velma has held many positions at the Jervis
Treasurer: Eileen Judge.
Bay Branch and also with Wollondilly Group.
We, the members, are grateful to these ladies
She has been the Chair of the CWA Catering
for volunteering for these positions because
Committee which runs the Kiosk at the Easter
they all have busy lives.
Show.
Other positions held are International : Doris
She is a member of the CWA State Choir and
Blinman, Agriculture and Environment : Renee with those members who live in the
Grant, Culture: Heather Kelly, Handicraft:
Wendy Norris and Publicity: Win Palmer.
We welcomed two new members, Tracey
Waller and Renee Grant. I salute both these
ladies for their enthusiasm as with very little
experience save a couple of meetings as guests

Country Womens
Association

Left to right: Eileen Judge, Velma Walker,
Gwen Nelson and Marie Heald
Wollondilly Group area; (from Mollymook to
Kiama on the coast and Bundanoon to
Mittagong on the Highlands), she regularly
entertains in retirement villages and nursing
homes.
Velma regaled us with her reasons for
volunteering.
She is a member of the RFS as well as all the
things she is involved in through CWA.
Like so many people who volunteer she made
light of the time and effort that she puts into
these things and explained how much fun she
has and how much joy she gets from it all.

Like all associations at this time we are
still

Page 6
eager to fill our branches to overflowing with
women of all shapes and sizes.
Young or older or even dare I say it/ OLD,
ladies you have something to offer that our
branch is missing because you aren’t a member.
Young women, those of you who are still at
school and under 18, may join as junior
members this would cost the great sum of $1
per year and would entitle you to take part in all
the competitions which occur through CWA.
There are scholarships available to help with
ongoing education, which can become a bit
expensive in the senior years.
To apply for a scholarship you need to contact
your local branch and have a chat.
We mourn the loss of our dear friend Doris
Good, who went to be with the Lord in
September.
Our thoughts are with her family.
At 89 years old Doris was still attending
meetings until the last couple of months of her
life.
She joined the branch in 1975 after her husband
died and held most of the positions in office at
one time or another.
She was presented with a long service badge
after 20 years and a Life Membership after 30
years.
Doris held the office of President for 10 years,
at a time when it was not easy to gather new
members and was incumbent when the branch
won the David Jones trophy for the greatest
increase in membership in one year.
This was 1994/5 when I became a member.
The membership was increased 100% from six
to twelve.
Membership now is 17 with two members,
Doris Blinman and Gwen Nelson holding Life
Membership conferred on them by the Branch
To any women in the Valley who feel that life
isn’t all it could be; may I urge you to check us
out on the first Tuesday of each month in the
village hall from 10am for handicraft or 1pm
for a business meeting.
We enjoy lunch and a chat in between.
Win Palmer

PODIATRY IN THE VALLEY
SHOALHAVEN PODIATRY CENTRE
WILL BE PROVIDING FOOT CARE
AT THE KANGAROO VALLEY COMMUNITY CENTRE.
THIS SERVICE WILL BE AVAILABLE ON THE MORNING
OF THE SECOND FRIDAY OF EACH MONTH COMMENCING 12/10/2007

APPOINTMENTS ARE REQUIRED. ALL ENQUIRIES
MAY BE MADE THROUGH OUR NOWRA OFFICE
CONTACT SUE ON 4421 0991.
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Springtime:
a popular time
for weddings
October 1 marked the happy occasion of
the marriage celebration of local girl,
Lane Marcus to Cliff Poland of Nowra.
The sun shone as Nerolie Watson
officiated at the ceremony held in the
beautiful Rhododendron Garden in
Wollongong.
The reception was a blast, attended by 110
beloved family and friends at Panorama House,
Bulli.
Congratulations Lane and Cliff.
May your life together be as successful as your
gorgeous wedding
Jenni and Paul Marcus (proud parents)

World wide guests for Hughes– Denholm ceremony
Guests from the four corners of the
globe gathered in Kangaroo Valley on a
glorious spring day for the marriage of
Peter Hughes and Hilary Denholm,
which took place at Emily Cottage in the
absolutely outstanding garden of Ron
and Elaine Bower.
This is a relatively new garden (just five
years in the creation), but the spaciousness
the layout and the variety of plants and
island gardens set amid two and a half
acres of manicured lawns, with the
timeless magnificent backdrop of the

Valley property owners Hilary and Peter
wanted a further link to Kangaroo Valley and
chose to have their splendid wedding here.

Barrengarry escarpment, provided the
perfect setting for the civil marriage
service, which was conducted by celebrant
Nerolie Barnes.
The background music was from a duo who
provided an excellent selection of pieces which
rounded out the atmospherics to a tee.
A special feature of the service was the blessing
of the wedding rings by all in attendance.
Hilary was born in England and many of her
relatives made the long trip for the special
occasion, including Hilary’s mother, while
Peter’s origins in Western Australia, resulted in
a fair sprinkling of friends and relatives from
the other side of the continent.
A social gathering was held after the ceremony
(and obligatory champagne) in the Kangaroo

Valley Hall, which was delightfully decorated
by Hilary and Peter’s friends with drapes,
lighting and an impressive selection of
Australian wildflowers as the table centre
pieces. Catering was by Café Bella
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Moss Vale Road priorities put before RTA
The Moss Vale Road Action Group (RAG)
recently met for the first in a series of
meetings with the RTA concerning priorities
for Moss Vale Road.
RAG representatives presented the community’s
priorities as identified from the survey and
dealt in detail with issues about the Hampden
Bridge and trucks on Moss Vale Road that
cross the unbroken lines on curves, particularly
on the two mountains.
Jay Stricker, Regional Manager, Southern
Region, has advised RAG that she wishes to
establish a “constructive method of two way
communications between the RTA and RAG

CMRI News

CHRISTMAS
GET-T0GETHER
This year our pre-Xmas
luncheon will be held
at the

Cambewarra Tea Rooms
on Wednesday December 5
11-30 am for 12 noon.
All members are welcome

through a series of small group meetings… and
an on-going program for future meetings to
discuss specific issues relating to works in
Kangaroo Valley and on Moss Vale Road.”
She has acknowledged that the process used by
the RTA in relation to the avenue of trees and
the junction at Kangaroo Valley Road was
“wrong” and the Review of Environmental
Factors (REF) “confusing”.
She has given an undertaking that for any future
works in Kangaroo Valley she will take into
account the level of interest in this community
and will therefore give the community time to
give feedback on documents like the REF and
engage in two way communication about the
issues raised by the community.
Nonetheless, Jay Stricker said she believed that
the work the RTA had done was appropriate.
Replanting by the RTA along the former
avenue of trees has apparently been completed,
at least some of it on private land.
Unfortunately, the replanting included species
that did not previously grow in the avenue of
trees but the Casuarinas and Lomandra had
been planted before RAG was advised and it
was too late to change things by the time RAG
alerted the RTA.
RAG pointed out that besides the removal of
trees, regenerating rainforest understory was
destroyed.
Jay Stricker agreed to replant appropriate
vegetation.
RAG will now prepare a list of plants and either
the RTA nursery will supply stock of if
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unavailable RAG will secure the species from
the Village Green Nursery.
Jay Stricker has commissioned a “corridor
strategy” for the whole of Moss Vale Road
which will provide a “broad context to carry out
works”.
She will discuss the outcomes of the assessment
with RAG in the first half of 2008.
Mal Bilaniwskyi, Southern Region Asset
Manager, who is responsible for the
maintenance of the State Road network, advised
that currently there are strain gauges on the
Hampden Bridge which indicate that up to10%
of trucks that cross the Hampden Bridge are
overweight.
RTA agreed to look again into ways that the
weight limit could be enforced.
They advised that an 18 months program of
maintenance on the Hampden Bridge will
commence in December and will provide
information on the extent of the work to be
carried out.
The RTA will provide crash statistics for the
mountain sections of Moss Vale Road and RAG
has invited Superintendent Kyle Stewart, Local
Area Commander, to attend the next meeting
with the RTA.
Also at the next meeting the Principal and the
President of the P & C will address the need for
flashing lights for the school zone and
Pathways Action Group will present their plans.
RAG represents the Kangaroo Valley Tourist
Association, Kangaroo Valley Community
Association, Kangaroo Valley Pathways Action
Group, Kangaroo Valley Environment Group,
Kangaroo Valley Garden Club, and WIRES
Wingecarribee
Elizabeth George

Kangaroo Valley Post Office
Christmas Cards
Christmas Wrap
Christmas Stamps

Gifts
Diaries
30% Discount on all Collectables in Cabinet
(inc. Royal Doulton, Shelley, Carnival Glass, Trax )

4465 1199
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Youth on Youth

On stage you really look like you’re
having fun.
[Joey:] We’re always changing songs
and improvising. You can feel when
you’re playing if you change just one
chord it might work better. Then
everyone just goes with it.

Since Sonreir first played at WildFYREfest
last year they have gone from strength to
strength.
Second last year, and winner this year at the
Battle of the Bands, they’ve appeared at two
Folk Festivals in Kangaroo Valley and played
four private gigs here as well.
They will soon produce their first CD with their
prize at Mainstreet Studios.
FYRE is very proud to have had a hand in
talent development of this youth band.
FYRE Youth Maddy Baard interviewed Simon
and Joey Panucci and Alex Inthiar from the
band to find out what makes this youth band so
good.
Who’s Sonreir?
[Joey:] Alex Intihar is our vocalist and plays
keyboard and guitar. Tom Wade plays bass, I
play guitar and Simon plays drums. Patrick
Langdon is the Lazybone [trombone] player.
[Simon:] We’ve
been together 2
years as a band.
Originally we
called ourselves
four guys and
some
instruments.
Then Patrick
came to school
[Nowra High].
I’ve known him
since we were
Patrick Langdon
little – used to
(at the Folk Festival).
play in a brass
band together –
and we asked
him to join us. Once you’ve played so much
when you’re growing up, and you
perform in front of your friends,
you get so much confidence.

To see how you’ve developed over
the past year (since our youth
festival), the maturity – you’re really
owning the stage now...
[Simon:]We play to each other. We
listen to each other. Patrick, he’s a
really big presence on stage and it’s a
big instrument. Yeah, everyone just
adds something. [Alex:]Playing is
about expression. It’s got to be
relaxed. You just sound so much
better.

For advertising
in our bumper
Christmas issue
please contact

44 651 621
Don’t miss out
Please be
early with your
bookings
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L-R: Simon Panucci, Alex Inhitar, Joey Panucci.

How was the KV Folk Festival for you?
[Simon:] [At the first one] the rain didn’t stop
us. It was a little concrete shelter and people
just came out of nowhere. This is how it should
be! There’s a class of kids our age who want to
go to these things. Folk, youth, indie music –
they have an affinity.

We saw you in High School Musical this year.
What’s been happening this year for you guys?

[Alex:] I auditioned and got the part for the lead
character, Troy. It was a vocal peak –
completely different – I actually had to act, grab
my shirt, do gestures on stage…
[Joey:]We’ve been getting all these new
openings. We were in a group of 42 South
Coast people who toured America this year. We
It’s hard to pin you down, put you in any box.
played some gigs here and there and met world
[Alex:] Someone has an idea and everyone adds
class guitarists and trombone players at a jazz
something. Most of our songs are outside the
festival in Nevada. Our big band came second
box. We’re all really influenced by different
overall and some of our players came first and
things. We’ve got a big repertoire. Everyone’s
second in one of the competitions –
confident enough to try things straight off.
international bands hadn’t won it before – and
[Simon:] My first instrument was a coronet
we went sightseeing. Incredible.
when I was little. I played tenor horn for a
while and piano after that. I got a drum kit and Where does Sonreir go from here?
[Joey:] I’m hoping to study music in Sydney. I
developed a love for drums. It just evolved
from sitting around and tapping stuff because I want to go to Europe and check everything out.
It’s got to that stage now, I’m doing chemistry
have a natural sense of rhythm.
at school and I’m thinking I hate it, I hate it –
How do you write songs?
but this [playing music] - I love.
[Alex:] I’ve been playing guitar for six years. I
[Alex:] I’m going to uni next year to study
already knew how to read music, which is a
interior architecture. I like looking at colour
help, but new songs we do by ear. One of our
swatches – ha!
new songs is Psychedelic Space Cats.
[Simon:] It’s just a group of guys here, having
Originally two of us wrote it as a kids’ book,
fun. We put a name to it, sometimes we get
just mucking around, and we made it a rap. It’s
paid. By the time everyone’s gone off and done
was just one of those things that we do. Play a
what they want to do, we’ll all just meet up
groove and things will happen.
again and play.
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VIEW CLUB

Leonine News
It’s time to swim
Unfortunately, Council has decided (apparently
for budgetary reasons) to delay by one week the
start of this swimming season.
The pool will therefore open on Saturday 10
November 2007.

Hours
Weekends and school holidays: 7am to 6pm
Weekdays outside school holidays:
7am to 12 noon and 1pm to 6pm
Public holidays: 9am to 5pm
Christmas Day: Closed
On very hot days during the summer holiday,
subject to demand (minimum 30 patrons) and
lifeguard’s availability, the pool will stay open
until 7 pm.

Charges
Adult admission: $2.50 per visit
Child/student/concession admission:
$2 per visit. Infant (under 3) Free
Supervising non-swimming adult Free
Family season pass $75 per season *
Adult season pass $60 per season *
Child/student/concession season pass
$40 per season *
* 10% discount if purchased
on or before 23 November 2007
Adult swim card: $20 per 10 swims
Child/student/concession swim card:
$15 per 10 swims
KV School swim sessions:
$1 per child.

Lifeguards
Our experienced lifeguards, Rose Rodden,
Phillipa Maher and Luke Tynan, will be joined
by Hamish Gorman, Mardi Oke, Hannah Reid
and Adam Torrens for this season.
Please give them all your support.
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Amongst them were Anne Sandales, Alison
Warren and Pauline Nugent, some of whom had
travelled quite a distance for the occasion.
Other special guests included National VicePresident of VIEW, Rhonda Spottiswood from
Canberra, National Councillor Carleen Maley
from Tathra and retiring Zone Councillor,
Nancy Baker from St. Georges Basin.
Guests enjoyed a delicious lunch, catered by
Maughers of Burrawang, before listening to a
very entertaining and informative talk by Dr
Rosemary Stanton, who spoke first about her
background as a nutritionist and then about the
importance of a healthy diet for the over 60’s.
20th Birthday cake made by
It was an opportunity for many friendships to
Jill Anderson and iced and decorated
be renewed, with laughter and chatter being the
by her sister Judith.
decree of the day.
Our normal monthly meeting was held on 12
This has been a busy month with two
October, when we were entertained by Dianna
lunch meetings.
Thomas who spoke in relation to her doctoral
At our first it was tiaras on show as 110
thesis on ‘Textiles in Australian Fiction’.
ladies from VIEW Clubs from Sussex Inlet For this talk she limited herself to one novel,
to Berry arrived to join in the celebrations Kate Grenville’s The Idea of Perfection,
speaking about the strong theme of quilting that
of our 20th Birthday Royal Gala Day.
runs through the novel and relating it to the
Most of our visitors had thrown themselves
enthusiastically into the opportunity of dressing various ideas that were woven into the text.
As many of our members are quilters they
for the occasion, and pearls, sashes and capes
found this very interesting.
were in abundance.
Our next meeting will be on 9th November,
Narelle Cameron, a founding member of the
Club, was declared Queen for the Day and she when Virginia Ross will speak on “The
introduced several retired members of the Club, University of the Third Age and its Activities in
the Southern Highlands”.
many of whom have since left the Valley and
had returned for the celebrations.
Jenelle Brangwin

Update on Equine Influenza crisis
What is Equine Influenza (EI)?

EI is a highly contagious virus that can infect
horses, donkeys, mules and zebras (family
Equidae).
The Australian strain of EI is not the same as
overseas strains and has only recently been
Tony Barnett accurately identified.

EI is a very fragile virus and is short lived
outside an equine animal.
EI is relatively easily killed with common
disinfectants.
Clinical signs of EI are often very mild and
therefore easily missed.
Clinical signs in severe cases include:
depression, anorexia and lethargy;
muscle soreness and reluctance to move;
dry, hacking cough;
watery nasal discharge, becoming
mucoid;
elevated temperature (>38.5 C);
abortion (10-14% of infected mares);
rarely fatal.

How does EI Spread?
Direct contact between horses on neighbouring
properties. Wind has enabled the virus
particles to travel up to 2km in Western
Sydney.
People – humans can harbor the virus in
mucous membranes for up to 48hours
after contact with an infected horse, as
well as on hands and clothes for 2448hours.
Inert objects such as tack and vehicles.

Control
The current strategy under AUSTVET PLAN is
to eradicate EI from Australia.
If EI became established in Australia it would
(Continued on page 38)
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Valley students celebrate with big night out

Left to right:
The Kangaroo Valley contingent at the
Front: Ellie Royal, Jenny Good,
recent Bomaderry High School Year
Victoria Rebbeck, Bonnie Marcus, Tony Parrish
12 formal celebration.

Back:
Daniel Rigney, Jeff Warton, Kaitlin Baard,
Sammy-Jo Lenz

Opposition to Council newspaper proposal

“Using Government funds to undercut the work
of local community newsletters is appalling.
Can Clr `Anderson tell me which services he is
going to cut to pay for this?
What roads isn’t he going to seal? What
sportsground isn’t he going to maintain? What
grants isn’t he going to issue?

A proposal by Clr John Anderson to
establish a Shoalhaven City Council
newspaper to be delivered to every
household in the City of Shoalhaven every
two weeks, has met with immediate
opposition.
In distributing an advanced copy of the Notice
of Motion which will be debated at Council’s
ordinary meeting on October 30, Clr Ward has
criticised what he believes will be an extremely
costly initiative; designed to flood residents
with information that can be delivered in a
more efficient and cost effective way.
“Council should be patching pot holes – not its
image. Less than one year out from a Council
election we see a proposal that will cost this
City many thousands of dollars in developing
our very own propaganda unit!” Clr Ward said
“If I were Mayor, my alternative plan would be
to do an insert into local papers to keep the
community informed – just like other Councils
in our district.
I already produce an electronic newsletter as
well as keep residents informed through regular
email updates; why isn’t Clr Anderson
proposing something like this? More to the
point, why hasn’t he been doing this throughout
his 11 years on Shoalhaven City Council?
“If Council wants to improve its image,
spending thousands of ratepayer dollars on

producing a self-aggrandising publication isn’t
going to work. The best thing Council and
Councillors can do to improve their image is to
work hard and do the best job they can to
deliver positive results for our City.

(Continued on page 42)

Shoalhaven Spring Water Pty Ltd
ABN: 48 114 801 259

PO Box 4050, East Nowra

NSW

2541

Phone:
(02) 4423.3316
Fax:
(02) 4422.6073
Email:
sswater@optusnet.com.au

Delivery to Kangaroo Valley on Fridays
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Pre School News

Pre School has resumed after the school
holidays and the weather is getting
warmer.
The children are enjoying getting back into
water play activities that have been rare
over the colder months.
The foggy mornings are now gone and the
children are once again learning about sun
safety as the UV rays strengthen in intensity.
We have been monitoring the Nowra UV index
(found at www.bom.gov.au/weather/uv) and

have been watching how the index has changed
high to very high UV as we have returned to
from low to moderate UV in early spring to
pre school.
The children know that if there is orange or red
on the index they definitely need hats and
sunscreen when we go outside to play, and that
we should stay inside during the middle of the
day.
They are now very good at keeping their hats
on and applying sunscreen to be sun safe.
November 11 is not only Remembrance Day,
but the day for the 2007 Kangaroo Valley Pre
School Family Fun Day.
This will be held at Riverside Park (behind the
ambulance station) from 10 am – 4 pm) come
along and enjoy the fete style activities!
Maya and Holly

Sarah

Washing the car

Pre School AGM
The annual general meeting for
Kangaroo Valley Pre School Inc. will be
held on Saturday 1st December, with a
family sausage sizzle at 11am to be
followed by the meeting.
Please RSVP to pre school
(44 651 327)
if you will be attending by
Monday 26th November
so that we can cater.
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The CWA—the heart and soul of the country
Because education of youth has always been a
high priority of this Association, scholarships
for exchange students from Papua New Guinea,
Kangaroo Valley Branch are funded, while on the local front, educational
awards for children at Primary and Secondary
The CWA began in NSW in 1922 and in levels are made each year.
Kangaroo Valley in 1927, however
Whenever money is available, the Valley CWA
during the years of the Recession
will contribute to existing sporting awards in
the area.
families moved from the Valley and
The Shoalhaven Shire also benefits from the
from 1933 -1967 the Association was
efforts of these hard working ladies who are
dormant.
Among the ten Foundation members were ever willing to assist with fund raising in the
wider community.
the late Doris Good, Gwen Nelson and
In 1943, the Route 92 was gazetted and has
Doris Blinman, who are active members to been on the State Government agenda ever
this day.
since.
The monthly meetings were held in the
In 1998, some progress was made, by Local
Community Hall, the President being Mrs
Government, following the Kangaroo Valley
Fleming, wife of the local Policeman.
Branch taking the initiative and some
He fulfilled the role of Patron.
determined lobbying by CWA.
CWA was very popular with the ladies in the
Their submission was aimed at minimizing the
Valley and the functions well attended.
heavy traffic on the Moss Vale/ Nowra Road
Fund raising was quite a social affair; catering and the historic Hampden Bridge.
for weddings, the annual Show Luncheon,
The matter is still unresolved.
Nowra Rodeo and Luncheons at the Saleyards. At the State Conference each year, members
Encouraged by support from other Clubs, the
hear submissions from Branches for three
CWA initiated the drive for a doctor in the
Medical options.
Valley.
One is chosen for a three-year fund raising
Dr Flynn has been an asset to the community
endeavour.
for the past 35years and the Red Cross and
The Valley branch supports the Hospital for
CWA ladies worked a roster to service the
Women started by Dr Hamlyn in Addis Abu
doctor’s rooms at the Hall.
and locally knit and crochet quilts for the David
The CWA organise a series of interesting and
Berry Hospital and raise money for the ongoing
stimulating events throughout the year,
support of the
combining with other branches in the
Nowra Hospital Renal Unit.
Wollondilly Group.
CWA has ideals that centre on the desire for
The International Day showcases different
women to support other women and their
Countries so the members can learn something families.
of their diverse history and cultures.
To help them deal with loneliness and crises
Another interesting and educational event in
and assist with the maintaining of their health
their busy calendar, is the Agricultural and
and wellbeing.
Environmental Day, featuring guest speakers
The annual Agricultural and Environmental
and displays of handicraft.
Day, the Cultural Festival and the Handicrafts,
The NSW State Branch of Australian Country Literary and Cookery Competitions are a
Women of the World, [ACWW] funds
scholarships for women from the Pacific Island
Countries to come to Australia to learn skills
that will benefit their employment opportunities
and enhance their standard of living.
Some members volunteer their time and skills
for hands on operations in these countries and
material and sewing aids are regularly donated.

Country Womens
Association

Up in the air

Another view of the bridge story page 3

Kangaroo Tales
By Joan Bray
chance for these conscientious and gifted
women to demonstrate their versatility and
skills.
An interesting and fun idea is the making of
undressed calico dolls for the children’s
hospitals so that Doctors and nurses can
explain, by drawing on and bandaging the areas
affected by the medical procedure.
Gowns for stillborn babies and jumpers for new
born babies in some of the poorer African
countries are regularly sent.
Aid to Pacific Island States with personal
demonstration in sewing skills and donations of
material are another of the practical ways the
CWA demonstrate their caring.
Meetings are held every month in the
Community Hall and often there is a guest
speaker on a variety of subjects relating to
personal, lifestyle and community interests.
There are competitions in Handicrafts,
Cooking, and Photography for the junior
members of CWA; the Valley has done well
here.
Kangaroo Valley is centred in the heart of the
Wollondilly Area and is pleased to play host to
many of the District functions.
This is a chance for our ladies to exchange
ideas and aspirations and feel invigorated by the
enthusiasm and passion of fellow members.
The Kangaroo Valley Branch of this
wonderfully dedicated organization regularly
welcomes new members and delights in sharing
their ideas and ideals with ladies who desire to
become part of this community and proud
members of an Association that is the ‘heart
and soul of the country’.
My thanks to all the ladies of the Valley CWA
for their friendship and especially to Win
Palmer and Gwen Nelson who have generously
contributed to this story.
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Valley Guide
to eating out
Thai

Jing Jo
44 651 314

Mediterranean

Café Bella
44 651 660

Modern Australian
Source at Kangaroo
44 651 969
Value—service and
a good choice it’s all here in
Kangaroo Valley.
you wont want to leave,
but over the hill at there is also

Gabbys at Berry
open 7 days and nights by appointment
For bookings

Carolyn on 44642349
or
0410 648 338

For Valley Voice
advertising please phone
44 651 621

Letters to the Editor (continued)
(Continued from page 4)

This collection does NOT seek descriptions of
combat, or such military or naval actions which
have been already covered in other books –
although their impact on the ‘home front’ and
families may be relevant. 2nd or 3rd hand
experiences of others will not be used.
Contributors will not be paid for their items, as
this is a nonprofit project partly subsidised by
group members - but they will be able to buy
copies of the new book at a low cost, after
publication which is targeted for late 2008.
For anyone in this region wishing to contribute,
contact:
Beaumont Writers, c/o John Kubale
45 Ironbark Rd, Tapitallee 2540
email – johnkubale@bigpond.co
The Editor

Valley -um or T'is an ill wind.......
October 3rd. For the past two days I have been
aware of an inner sense of irrational irritability
and die-ease.
I noticed that I have been quick to scold family
members for trivial issues that I would usually
brush aside.
Whilst driving down Moss Vale Road two
middle aged drivers behaved quite
discourteously by flashing lights or tail gating
me as I slowed down at the 50 km traffic sign.
The usually friendly woman behind (I won’t
mention which shop!) seemed fractious and
scowled when having to change a $20 note.
Yesterday a colleague admitted to similar
personal experiences and added that a teacher
informed him that when ever the strong winds
blows through the Highland valleys the children
are always fractious, distractible and more
difficult to control in class.
How strange! Or perhaps not.
For centuries it has been accepted that when the
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"evil" Mistral winds whip down the Rhone
valley in France at 90kms/hour it affects peoples
behaviour and thinking and until the middle of
last century legislation existed granting
diminished responsibility for crimes of passion
and manslaughter committed during the Mistral.
Recent Canadian research supports the view that
when the vicious Chinook wind blows off the
eastern Rocky Mountains sending everyone
scurrying indoors there is a change in ionisation
affecting brain neuro-chemistry which in turn
affects behaviour.
Similar behavioural disinhibition has also been
noted by both folk-lore and modern researchers
associated with many other Catabolic winds (as
they are called known scientifically).
These include the Sirocco in Italy and the Froehn
in Germany and Switzerland.
How these winds and the associated effects of
increased ionisation affect our brain chemistry is
unclear, but the effect is much better documented
than the myths and tales linking insanity to
phases of the moon!
Perhaps we could find a suitable name for the
Kangaroo Valley Mistral like wind - especially if
others have shared my experience.
The wind blew in on poor old granny
through every nook and every cranny
around her knees, into each ear
(and up her nose as well I fear)
All through the night the wind grew worse
it nearly made the vicar curse
the top had fallen off the steeple
just missing him (and other people)
It blew on man it blew on beast
it blew on nun, it blew on priest
it blew the wig off aunty fannybut most of all it blew on Granny
Apologies to spike Milligan
John Spencer
The Editor

Chakola status

Kangaroo Valley
Supermarket
4465 1512
Hello and welcome to the Valley!
We have the one-stop-shop for all your
everyday and weekend needs
Groceries Specialty breads
Delicatessen Frozen foods
Fresh fruit and vegetables DVD hire
Chemist lines Video hire
Newspapers Magazines

Moss Vale Road Kangaroo Valley

The addition of the acronym CVA to Chakola
indicates that a Voluntary Conservation
Agreement has now been signed with the
Minister for Climate Change, Environment and
Water, Phil' Koperberg.
The New Title for the Department indicates the
changes to its accepted responsibilities by the
State Government of NSW.
When it was decided to apply to the old Flora
and Fauna Board in 1967 to become a gazetted
Wildlife Refuge, it took two years for us to
receive a Gazettal Notice signed by the
Governor of NSW Sir Roden Cutler.VC.
The notice ended :- "God Save the Queen'.
So we were also able to save the habitat of
many species of Flora and Fauna.
In the mid nineties we looked at the newly
created concept of a Voluntary Conservation
Agreement, the only change being that the
protection of our agreed 'conservation area' will
continue to be shared by the Owner and the
Minister-thus giving an essential continuity to
the Scientific and Professional care of the
(Continued on page 15)
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continue to guide and bless him, his wife Beth
and their family.
We will be welcoming Graham and Elly back
on Sunday 11 November after a 10 weeks
break.
On the weekend of November Saturday 3rd and
Compiled by
Sunday 4th November an Arts, Crafts,
Ron Bower
Photograph and Music exhibition and sale
weekend, at the home of Bob and Irene Dunn.
Anglican Church - Church of the
Plants, Jams etc will also be on sale with all
Good Shepherd
proceeds going in aid of SECET.
Geoff Taylor has almost completed his
The entry fee of $8 will also include coffee/tea
role as acting Minister and his final
and freshly baked scones.
Sunday evening talk aimed at inspiring The Church camp will be held at Bendalong
and encouraging men will be held, from Point from Friday 16 to Sunday 18 November.
It is an opportunity for church members of all
7.00 to 9.00pm on 4 November at the
ages to enjoy a great time together.
home of Bob and Irene Dunn.
The title of the discussion is “Man Alone”. Rather than a Ginger Bread house night the
women will be holding an “Advent night” on
All men are welcome.
Friday 30 November.
Geoff has been basing his sermons on the life of
The evening will be a time to get together and
Jonah.
among other things scrapbook cards, making
Many of us are like Jonah, trying to do the
wreaths and enjoying supper. Beth Taylor will
impossible, running away from God.
be the quest speaker.
We can only reach our full potential when we
We were thrilled to welcome baby Leo, the new
recognise this ask God to lead us for as it states
son of Mick and Camille Delmenico.
in Jonah 2:8 “Those who worship false gods
We pray that the Lord will be with him
turn their backs on all God’s mercies”.
throughout his life.
Jesus also tells us in Luke 9:24, “For whoever
Uniting Church News
wants to save his life will lose it, but whoever
wants to lose his life for My sake will save it.” Last month we had a most interesting talk given
by Ambulance Officer Gayle Harvey. Gayle
We thank Geoff for his enthusiastic and down
shared some career highlights, some funny
to earth ministry and pray that the Lord will
incidents and some practical advice.
You are welcome to join us on the first Sunday
this month for a shared meal and a mystery
Chakola status
speaker!
(Continued from page 14)
Promises, Promises, Promises!
Government Department whilst the VCA is
Well, here we are half way through the election
passed on to any future owner.
campaign.
Ample space may be exempted for a dwelling.
If you are like me you can’t wait for the
This we see as an important step forward. It is
election to be over so that we can be rid of all
also our Thank You to the Commonwealth for
the “air pollution” that is going on at the
the assisted migration air tickets for a bargain
moment.
20 pounds for us and our baby daughter in
You can’t open your letter box or newspaper or
1959!
turn on the radio or TV without being
There are number of other ways to care for the
bombarded with election material.
Bush which the Department can advise .
One thing is for sure, the advertising industry is
We are satisfied, after the third attempt to have
doing well at the moment.
reached amicable accord with the Department
Candidates all over the country are either
and its most helpful staff in this matter.
running down their opposition or making big
There are already other CVA's in the Valley and
promises about what they will do when they are
also other Wildlife Refuges.
elected.
Such decisions are for owners.
Most of those promises involve spending vast
And NO!, the land will not be 'de valued',
amounts of tax dollars i.e. our money.
if anything the land will be revalued!
I wonder if we can stand on those promises.
Our polite suggestion is this : Sniff the Wind
There is a very old hymn, written in the 1880s,
People?
Warwick and Antonia Deacock.

Human interest
stories, news and
happenings from our
Kangaroo Valley
churches

The Editor

A good result
Thank you to the person who wrote in the
August edition about the proliferation of real
estate advertising signs in Kangaroo Valley.
What midnight raids could not achieve, one
letter to the Voice did.
Sorry, can’t provide name for fear of losing big
time in a real estate deal.
Editor’s note.
This praise may well be misplaced.
There has been a shortage of properties for
sale.

Page 15
called “Standing on the Promises of God.’
In it the writer speaks about the kind of life that
a person can have if they rely on God’s
promises.
He talks about the peace of mind and the
freedom of spirit that can be enjoyed.
He also speaks about how relying on God helps
us to overcome life’s challenges and the doubts
and fears that arise from time to time.
When the election is over, we’ll find out if we
can rely on the promises made by politicians
seeking our votes.
Important as that is, I think it is more important
to find out if we can rely on God’s promises.
I believe we can, but don’t take my word for it.
You can check it out for yourself at a church
near you.
And remember: “Don't let your worries get the
best of you; remember, Moses started out as a
basket case.”
Blessings…..John

ENJOYING FOREVER
George Harrison died in LA , Nov 29, 2001.
George Harrison lived an instinct for the divine.
Consistently this quiet man with both fame and
fortune taught 'everything in life can wait but
the search for God cannot.'
He was correct.
He had it all, but knew he still needed more.
Countless millions both preceding and
(Continued on page 26)

May I help?

As your Federal member, it is my role to
facilitate and assist you and your family
with any concerns you have, please ring me on
4423 1782 or toll free on 1300 301 790
I regularly visit Kangaroo Valley
and am more than happy to call or visit
you if you cannot get to my office.

Joanna Gash MP
Federal Member for Gilmore

Dr Bob in the Valley
Dr Bob Sims MB, BS
Travel Medicine Specialist and Family Physician
Shop 3, The Strand, 162 Moss Vale Road Kangaroo Valley 2577

NEW SURGERY HOURS:
Monday and Friday 9am – 1pm
Tuesday Wednesday Thursday 9am – 12pm, 2pm-5pm
By appointment
Tel: 4465 1966
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when you do, you’ll find the staff helpful,
pleasant and sympathetic.
Jullee works Thursdays and knows both me and
Finally, I can be available to attend to your
Hi Everyone!
the practice inside-out.
I’m taking liberties needs five days a week instead of only three.
Narelle works Tuesdays and Wednesdays and
Finally, I can confidently arrange to meet you
has been with me for many years.
this month and
after-hours at the surgery, if necessary,
Both girls drive from Shellharbour to the Valley
using the MMM
knowing that the premises are not otherwise
to work each day so that must say something
column to fill you
occupied and sure in the knowledge that
all in on the details everything I need to deal with your problem is about the team we’ve developed over the years!
Tracey works Mondays and Fridays and fills in
of our new surgery.
available on site.
early mornings and late afternoons until the
As I type, we’re just commencing our second
What a bonus it is that we now have a
regular troops arrive.
week in the new rooms and we couldn’t be
Pharmacy here in the Valley and how
Most in the valley are now familiar with her
happier.
convenient for us to be right alongside each
unique ways and she’s a pleasure to have
All the feedback so far has been positive, so it other!
alongside me, not only for that , but also for her
seems as if all the patients like the change as
If you are ill over the weekend, the very real
superb organisational skills.
well.
possibility now exists that you can be seen by
It would be remiss of me not to mention those
the doctor, have your script filled, commence
who have helped us along the way so far.
treatment and start to get
Tom and Jeanette in the pharmacy, Lincoln for
better, all without having his renovation skills, Laurie and Margaret,
to leave the valley!
Mike for shedding light on everything and
How times have changed numerous others, too many to name, who have
in such a short time.
offered physical help, encouragement, flowers,
As well as routine
congratulations, cards, etc etc. You all know
consultations, other
who you are.
services offered at the
Finally, an assurance.
surgery include childhood As we said when we arrived in the Valley to
immunisation, minor
live last December, we’re here for the duration.
surgery, cryotherapy,
We’re here for the long haul.
minor plastering and
We like to think that this is where we’ll live out
specialist travel
our days.
immunisation for any
We look forward to supplying top class medical
intended overseas trips, no services to this community for many years to
matter how exotic.
come!
For those of you who
Until next month, stay safe and well.
haven’t as yet had the need
to attend, I’m sure that
Dr Bob, Tracey, Jullee (seated) and Narelle happy in their new
DR BOB IN THE VALLEY.
“home” in The Stand building at the “West End” of K. V.

Medical musts and mentions

* FIJI DISCOVERY TOUR 7 days 13 April 2008, visiting Nadi, Suva, Naigani, Levuka, Raki Raki and
Latauka plus an optional Yasawa Island Cruise for 3 or 7 nights.
* CELTIC SCOTLAND 19 days 14 August 2008, in depth tour Scotland and the Lakes District, take
in the Edinburgh Tattoo and Cowal Highland Gathering, and explore the Orkneys, Western Isles, New
Hebrides and much more.
* WALES & SOUTHERN ENGLAND 19 days 1Sept 2008Extensive touring through Wales, Devon,
Cornwall, Isle of Wight, Sussex and Kent..
NORTH BORNEO & SANDAKAN 13 days 8 Sept 2008, nature, wildlife and Australia War History.
Explore Sabah in comfort – Kota Kinabalu, World Heritage Park, Orang Utang Sanctuary, Sukau
River and Brunei.
STEAM TRAIN JOURNEY THROUGH NEW ZEALAND 19 days leaving 7 Sept 2008 through
both islands on exclusively chartered loco’s. Tour for train romantics and enthusiasts
Ring now for our FREE NEWSLETTER with more tours and itineraries.
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Quality antiques and fine furniture
Downsizing sale

above
Meat
Safe in
Good
order
126 cm w
66 cm d
170 cm h

Above: Magnificent Mahogany Library bookcase. Circa 1830 Four glass fronted cupboards,
two timber fronted cupboards and four drawers. Excellent condition
240 cms wide, 48 cms deep, 201 cms high

Kauri Pine dresser ex Hahndorf
Above: Pine, versatile,
useful dresser also
from Hahndorf S.A.
Left: Attractive
extension pine dining
table, extremely solid

Above: Extending mahogany dining table, can seat 12.
Made by Samuel Hawkins, of Bishopsgate, England,
from his patented design shown at the London Exhibition 1851
Three extension leaves and in the classic D end style. Excellent condition.

Plus
2 Antique desks (one with chair)
2 Matching Baltic pine wardrobes
Antique wardrobe - large mirror
Chest of drawers

Lounge setting:
Two 2.5 seaters and ottoman
Large pine bookcase
Old Kauri pine kitchen table
Bagatelle set

Inspections by appointment only. Please ring Larraine or Carl 44 651 621
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Advertisement

Written and authorised by Joanna Gash, Liberal Party Candidate, Berry St, Nowra
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PRIORITIES
“Prioritize.”
How I dislike that word.
Not only is it ugly and according to Fowler “sits
uneasily in the English language,” but again
according to Fowler (a guru of English usage),
was not found in print before 1968.
Does that mean our lives were simpler before
1968?
I really don’t think so. We’ve had to set
priorities all our lives as we try to organize our
homes, work, children’s lives, but maybe we
had a naïve belief that when we retired they
would cease to exist.
However, we have found that priorities have
taken on a new lease of life along with our own,
and what I dislike most about the word
‘prioritize’ is that it immediately suggests there
is such a long list of tasks waiting to be done
that unless we prioritize we won’t be able to get
through them
We have settled on a life that is full of new
experiences, often requiring steep learning
curves as we realize how much each activity we

Kangaroo Valley Voice
undertake actually entails, and how scant was
our knowledge of what we thought we actually
knew.
Some tasks seemed relatively simple, such as
the construction of a home for our ducks as I
mentioned in a previous article.
So what seemed a relatively straight forward
task to be completed in a day or so stretched out
to one taking weeks. Not only was it imperative
that the ducks had safer housing, but it was
imperative that we free up our veggie garden so
that we could start planting our already late
summer greens.
In the meantime, all the other tasks that we’d
planned simply were pushed to the side, where
they seemed to take on a vitality of their own as
they miraculously multiplied.
We can wake up in the morning with a firm
idea of what we intend to do that day, but
within minutes all can change as we see
something that needs doing that will only take a
minute, which leads to something else and so on
it goes, and before you know it the day is over.
On a day that we have set aside for the overdue
fertilizing of the berries we discover the
Shetland pony has performed his Houdini act
again and escaped out of his paddock.

Interested in composting or farming worms?
Then these workshops could be for you
Shoalhaven City Council’s popular practical
composting and worm farming workshops
began again in October.
There are a limited number of places still
available in the popular workshops to be held in
Nowra, Huskisson and Ulladulla from 20
October until 1 December.
Have you been trying to make compost for your
garden or started a worm farm?
Or have you tried to make compost and it just
turns out smelly? Have you started a worm
farm and the worms don’t seem to be eating the
food? Then the Council free Composting and
Worm Farming workshops are for you. You
could even win a worm farm!
Waste Services Manager David Hojem said
Council is again offering a Spring Calendar of
the popular workshops. “Shoalhaven citizens
can learn how to get that compost heap started

and working properly,” Mr Hojem said. “They
will also learn how to get a worm farm started.”
The workshops will also show you how you can
take steps in your own home to reduce the
amount of waste going to landfill. Or how much
water you can save through better composting
and gardening methods. These workshops
provide you with practical help, ideas and
information to benefit your garden, your
vegetable garden and reduce the waste going
into the kitchen waste bin.
The workshops are free. Participants will go
into the draw for a worm farm and are also
eligible to purchase a compost bin through the
Council at half-price.
Bookings are essential so to reserve your
place and for more information please phone
Shoalhaven City Council’s Waste Hotline
on (02) 4429 3374.
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As he has a
chronic
propensity to
founder it is a
priority that we
manage to
contain him.
After four
attempts to
tighten the wire
we discover
Blackie is again
free.
The only answer
is to electrify the
whole fence,
by Jenelle Brangwin
which means a
trip into town to
buy the equipment, then a day and a half to
install it. Meanwhile, what was it that we had
originally planned to do?
What is more urgent: do I cut the grass that is
getting overlong as I had planned, or spray for
weeds because the wind has dropped?
The other morning Chris was on his way to
fertilize an area behind the house where soil
from excavations for our extension had been
placed. He quickly saw that the soil was full of
clay. So back to the shed to find some gypsum.
Then he needed to find something to mix it in,
then back to get more tools to dig it in.
It then needed to be watered, but there weren’t
enough spare hose fittings, so he had to
scrounge around taking them from first one
place and then another.
Several hours later he was able to get on with
his fertilizing.
We have resorted to lists, but of course they
don’t really help because the Priorities Gremlin
is outside waiting to cast new challenges into
our unsuspecting paths.
Maybe it is just us; we’re too easily distracted.
Or maybe it doesn’t really matter.
There are no family or work issues resting on
our decisions, or lack of them.
Maybe that’s the nature of the retired Priority;
what does it matter if it gets done today or
tomorrow?
Let’s just enjoy our new lifestyle.

For Valley Voice
advertising please phone

44 651 621

Wingecaribee
WIRES
Rescue number
4862 1788

30 years Electrical experience

Reflections
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Ways to protect your trees and wildlife
Every summer and autumn WIRES are
asked to remove snakes and Greyheaded flying foxes, which are a
threatened species, from netting.
This is because the nets are loosely placed
over veggie and strawberry gardens and
fruit trees.

The netting can then be placed over the frame
down close to the ground if need be, but not
loose at the bottom as this is where snakes
become entangled.
Animals are especially vulnerable where
people are only at home on the weekends and
can therefore not monitor their nets for
entanglements.
You can help us by ensuring you use the white
Netted trees and gardens should be checked at
woven cotton mesh netting and not the black or
least twice a day as animals can die from heat
green nylon netting sold as “bird netting” as
stress and trauma.
this netting causes horrific injuries to wildlife
WIRES has a number of experienced handlers
often leading to death or the need for
for snakes and all bats, including flying foxes
euthanasia.
and microbats.
All netting needs to be stretched firmly over a
If you find an injured animal of any kind,
frame of some type.
please ring WIRES on 4862 1788 and a
This can be made using four star pickets or
rescuer/consultant will be organised as soon
tomato stakes with polypipe slid over the stakes
as is possible, remembering we are all
to form an arch and tied in the middle at the
volunteers and many of us work and have
top.
children.
It is appreciated that you do not ring
members’ home numbers but go through the
WIRES number to ensure the rescue is
handled as best and quickly as possible.
It is also helpful if you could check your
barbed wire fences and chicken wire
enclosures, as we also are called to remove
flying foxes, birds (owls and eagles mainly)
and snakes from these also.
We do all of our own fundraising so
donations at the time of a rescue are most
appreciated and go to good use. Something
we need to constantly remind people to do is
Boobook Owl,
to keep control of your dogs and cats.
barbed-wired, entangled, Euthanased

Net caught Copperhead Fitzroy Falls
We continually get calls for injured birds,
reptiles and small mammals that are attacked by
pet dogs and cats.
(Well-fed animals also like to hunt and play
with wildlife by their nature)
PLEASE KEEP DOGS AND CATS CLOSE
TO YOUR HOME AND LOCKED UP AT
NIGHT TO AVOID UNECESSARY INJURY
OR DEATH TO WILDLIFE.
Thanks and please ring WIRES if you wish to
speak to any of our animal coordinators who
would be more than happy to have a chat with
Carla Jackett
you about your concerns.
Wingecarribee WIRES

from concept to completion,
developing communities

Proposed Eco Village in the Valley ….
We will be preparing initial concept plans during the month of October with input from local professionals.
We intend to present these concept ideas to the community in a meeting scheduled for late November for feed
back and valued input.
We will publish the proposed meeting date, venue and time in the December issue of the
Kangaroo Valley Voice.
David Neate
Design Manager
We invite your enquiries and comments
You can contact us on Telephone 9531 8566 or Facsimile 9531 8499
or visit our web site www.colys.com.au
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There are stars in your eyes!
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Star struck
By Gerard Keyser

Look for the bright red star Antares and the
brilliant Jupiter to guide you.
Beta Scorpii is the star that marks the claw on
the right (furthest to the north).
The constellation is setting headfirst with the
question mark shaped tail pointing nearly
straight up the sky, as if the Scorpion is
The quiet and the peace
scuttling over the edge of the Earth.
enhance this wonderful
There are two very prominent globular clusters
contemplative experience.
near Antares, Messier 4 and Messier 80 and
A basic star chart is handy
they will have much the same appearance as the
to plot the radiant but it’s
comet.
also a good time to learn a
Good luck with this one, it won’t be as
few of the star patterns that
spectacular as McNaught but bright comets are
make up our constellations.
rare so don’t let the opportunity slip. Charles
Meteor showers are named
Messier catalogued many such bright objects so
after the area of the sky
that he could dismiss them quickly in his quest
from where they appear to
for comet hunting glory. Globular clusters are
radiate.
spherical clusters of up to 100,000 stars that
As we go to print we are in
orbit our Milky Way.
the middle of the Orionid
The Astronomy 2008 almanac from Quasar
meteor shower, the peak
Publishing will be available within weeks.
occurring on the morning of
Much of the “what’s up” information I suggest
st
the 21 .
comes from this publication and it is very user
This shower is associated
friendly.
with debris left behind by
The sky views are especially helpful, but it is
Halley’s comet and meteors
packed with information about the planets,
are visible over an entire
comets, meteors and every other celestial
th
month, right up to the 5
object.
November.
There are also wonderful diagrams, catalogues
In general one can see from
and information boxes throughout the book.
ten to fifteen an hour.
It is totally accessible for the earliest beginner
On the 5th until the 12th we
but very useful for advanced astronomers as
are treated to the Taurids,
well.
associated with Comet 2p/
Rain please rain, but second best; clear skies.
Encke. These meteors are
For the deep-sky “serious” observers we spend
generally slower moving, a
our time looking at the constellations of Grus
fair bit brighter and
the Crane, Sculptor the …… and Fornax the
occasionally colourful.
Furnace, where reside some of the finest
This would seem to indicate
galaxies we can see during the summer.
they are larger fragments,
These constellations are passing high overhead
The
Leonids
causing more friction and
from late evening until early morning but the
being slowed more by the atmosphere.
For the binocular enthusiasts we have a comet objects are targets for telescopes 250mm in
The best known of meteor showers are the
that is just below naked eye visibility.
aperture or larger.
Leonids, a “storm”(this year a sprinkle, hardly a Romantically named 2007 F1/Loneos (after the The fact that the universe has been expanding
storm) associated with comet Temple/ Tuttle.
survey that discovered it) it is expected to peak in all directions for billions of years means
Every 33 years this shower puts on a
these galaxies have receded to the point where
in brightness at mag 5.8.
magnificent display, in 1833 the meteors
Mag 5 is about the limit of naked eye visibility. most are magnitude 9 or smaller.
literally rained from the sky, with ZHR
Large aperture telescopes (over 470 mm –16
If you look to the west just after twilight you
estimated to be 60,000.
may spot this celestial visitor in the area of the inches) begin to show some nice detail to the
ZHR means zenith hourly rate.
claws of Scorpius, beginning to set around 8pm. observer but most of us gain our knowledge
Can you imagine 1,000 shooting stars a minute
from photographs.
for hours on end?
Another interesting aspect of meteorites
(meteors until they hit the ground) is that they
are not actually “hot”.
A smaller one could actually be picked up
nearly straight away, however I suggest you use
The National Parks and Wildlife Service (now a division of the Department of
a potmit if one lands at your feet.
Environment and Climate Change) are conducting a 1 week per month 1080
The burning we see in the sky is actually the
Fox Baiting Program in the Kangaroo Valley and Bugong Areas. Baiting is
atmosphere being ionised.
conducted on various private properties, National Parks estate, Sydney
The object has been moving slowly through
space in sub-sub-zero temperatures for many
Catchment Authority estate and Crown land. All properties being baited are
millions of years and only the leading edge
sign posted with the dates of each baiting session.
becomes very hot like the heat shield of a
Dog owners are asked to ensure their dogs do not wander as dogs are highly
returning space capsule.
susceptible to 1080 poisoning.
Of course large to very large meteors generate
and retain an enormous amount of heat and
For any further information please contact Melinda Norton
their impacts release huge amounts of energy,
or Alison Prentice at the DECC Highlands Area Office,
Meteor impact craters commonly show fusion
Fitzroy Falls on (02) 4887 8244.

November is a good month for naked
eye and binocular astronomy.
Four annual meteor showers grace our
skies over the spring and summer and the
nights are warm enough to enjoy a few
hours of g(r)azing for shooting stars.

crusts of once molten and crystallised igneous
rock.
Occasionally we will hear a boom as the speed
of a large meteor breaks the sound barrier; they
rarely have enough energy stored to “explode”.
The larger fireballs are called bolides after the
Greek meaning ‘to throw”.

PUBLIC NOTICE
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WE CURRENTLY HAVE
A FILING SYSTEM TO TAKE CARE OF
YOUR PRESCRIPTIONS
WITHIN THE PHARMACY

Coming soon…
L’Oreal
Blackmores Vitamins
Webster Packing
Giftware
Perfume Gift Sets
Darrell Lea
Chocolates
Scholls foot care
Cancer Council Hats/Sunglasses
Sunscreens
Tim the Toyman
Educational software
Monthly Specials
Eftpos
Signage!
and more…
WE VALUE YOUR CONTINUED SUPPORT
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We have a wide range of di
Diabetes Austra
We can order overn
Don’t hesitate to call and ask if w
over the count
Prescriptions and most front-ofand if required, we will be ha
on an ongo
See you a

WE SINCERELY THANK ALL TH
WHOM HAVE GIVEN US THEIR
WISHES SINCE OPENI

WE LOOK FORWARD TO M

(*On trial and
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ispensary stock including
alia products.
night if required.
we stock your prescription or
ter products.
-shop items can be ordered in
appy to keep them in stock
ing basis.
ll soon!

HE VALLEY RESIDENTS
R SUPPORT AND WELL
NG RECENTLY.

MEETING YOU ALL

Phone: (02) 4465 2772
Fax:
(02) 4465 2773
Shop Address: Shop 2/162 Moss Vale Rd, Kangaroo Valley
Postal Address: PO BOX 6056 Kangaroo Valley 2577

OPEN 7 DAYS
TRADING HOURS
WEEKDAYS 9-5pm
WEEKENDS 10-1pm*
d may possibly be extended down the track)
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Dirty Dan the K.V. pump-out man, rides again!
In this novel four-part trilogy, now complete,
Dirty Dan absconds with Kangaroo Valley's
last-remaining virgin, Fluff.
Pursued by angry townsfolk, the lovers escape
by leaping from Hampden Bridge into the icy
torrent of the mighty Kangaroo River!
Later, Dan saves the Valley from flood, thus
earning the love of the local inhabitants who
elect him Mayor.
But his corrupt ways see him pursued again. He
gives up being Mayor and has, with Fluff, a
baby boy - Sod - instead. Fifi, a waitress, has a
baby girl called Puff, who looks like Fluff, and
Sod'n'Puff grow up as friends. They both
become accomplished actors, starring in many
local productions, including innovative outdoor
versions of "Hamlet" and "Romeo & Juliet",
and a movie - "It Takes Three" - in which Sod
plays Paul Turnock and Puff plays Helen
George. Puff dramatically re-interprets the
Marilyn Monroe role in "The Seven Year Itch".
At the end it appears - or does it? - that this
movie-withinthe-movie is
in fact a
movie-withina-moviewithin-amovie being
watched
(created?) by
the aptly-

named Froth, who's Fluff's dad, and
Fifi, raising troubling questions to do
with regression, retrograde inversion,
and the inter-relationship of art, love
and life.
a review by local critic Ken Park:
"Dirty Dan the Pump-Out Man" was a
highlight of the Fifth Annual Kangaroo
Valley Buster Keaton Silent Movie
Festival, held recently in Upper River
Hall.
It stars many local residents, including
Paul Turnock as Dirty Dan, Helen
George as Fluff, and John George as
Froth - but in many ways the most
prominent star on the night was pianist
Robert Constable, whose nimble
fingers made sense of the nonsense we
saw on screen.
No small task: this movie has matured
into a deep and complex window into
the human condition.
No mere collection of slapstick antics
here. I mean, plenty of slapstick antics,
to be sure, and very funny, but all
interconnected and revolving around a
central point. That point?
If you didn't see it then I don't want to
spoil the fun of deciphering it for
yourself when the DVD is released.
Also on the program were Buster

Keaton's "The Goat" (1921), in which not a single goat
was to be seen, and his 1928 feature film "Steamboat
Bill Jr". Non-stop laughter!
The Kangaroo Valley-Remexio Partnership is to be
congratulated on another fine event put on to raise
funds for its projects in East Timor.
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News from the pews
(Continued from page 15)

proceeding George have faced 'forever'.
They too have looked for God.
They too have had an instinct for the divine.
This desire He has placed inside all mankind (Ecclesiates 3:11). To
desire the Eternal is simply natural.
His desire is to bring me eternal blessings.
Life's choice is to live in His presence now and then enjoy Him forever
(heaven), or ignore Him now and face the misery of life without Him
forever (hell).
He is the God of the cross and is now in Heaven.
His goodness is now available for your life. Jesus is the only true god.
He is the only god to rise from the dead.
He is the only one to defeat the enemy, death.
He is the only God who can and will forgive sins. Relationship and
forgiveness are His good eternal desire's for you.
If you would like His gentle and humble presence with you, if you
would like His permanent forgiveness for sins, His invitation to you is
SALVATION (heaven forever) for free! Please ask Jesus for forgiveness
that you may ENJOY forever.
Rev. Geoff Taylor
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Three wonderful gardens
in Bellawongarah
On the first cool morning after the days of excessive heat, the
Garden Group drove up the hill to Bellawongarah, where we were
treated to tours of three beautiful gardens.
After morning tea on the deck of Wendy and Dave Christian’s home we
were shown the magic of their garden: a nearly completed labyrinth
which some of us walked for the peace of our souls; a number of dams,
one of which was glassy black with forest reflections; a yurt with a vista
over the valley; a circular rose arbour, in full and glorious bloom; a ruin,
complete with a history and grave; a peaceful spot with a seat, where one
can contemplate the view through a moon window; an aquaculture farm
and many beds of flowers in colour themes.
Rarely do we see such an artistic mind put to such good use in creating a
garden, all within a space of only two years of full-time residence.
(Continued on page 27)

Get ready for surprises
at our re-opening

The Nostalgia Factory
167 Moss Vale Road Kangaroo Valley 44 651 022

New spacious showroom facilities, well
stocked with quality memorabilia, antiques,
furniture, objects d’art, ephemera, jewellery
old books, advertising signs, children’s
clothes, gifts, and much, much more.
A treasure trove for collectors
and those looking for presents with a difference.
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Garden Group enjoys spring in the Valley
On a glorious spring morning, the
Garden Group explored the beautifully
blooming garden of Lyn and Bill Hagan
in McKays Road.
What a treat that was!

After a delicious morning tea we wandered
through a garden that was based around one
planted, more than thirty years ago, by the
McKays themselves.
This meant that there were trees such as
rhododendrons and azaleas in full bloom
as well as the remains (after our strong
winds) of scattered beds of hyacinths, all
revealing the bones of the original garden
layout. Added to that were the greenthumbed additions of Lyn and Bill, the
vegetable garden being perhaps the one
most envied by the group.
This structure was the neatest, most
productive and most varied of all we
have seen and many of us came away
with interesting ideas to put into practice
(such as the carpet on the ground around
the raised beds to eliminate weeds; the
pine needles mulching the strawberries to
After lunch on
their verandah we
drove off to our
last visit of the
day.
Egerton Park is
the home and
garden of Jill
Hoorda and once
again we saw the
magnificent trees
from a much
earlier era and
also those that she
has planted that
have shot up into
sizable trees,
having been
planted in the
nutritious soil of
the top of the
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Kangaroo Valley
Garden Group
provide the nutrients they love; the hooks for all
those tools one needs close by when working in
the patch).
Happily munching on red, ripe strawberries still
warm from the sun, we followed either Lyn or
Bill on the rest of the tour, past both the pink
and mauve lilacs, the secret garden recently
created by their granddaughter (and loved by all
of the children and those young at heart) the
many lavenders propagated from just one bush
and other botanical delights.
Both Lyn and Bill are very generous with their
cuttings (Bill recently gave away 60 strawberry
plants he had potted from his plants) and their
openhearted sharing of their little bit of valley
paradise made this a spring excursion to
remember.

new beds are created when extensions to the
home are completed.
The view over fields, smoothly mown, caused
the golfers in the group to wax lyrical over the
type of holes they would create there; the wood
workers in the group loved the timber they
found neatly stacked in the shed, causing a
request that we start a “Shed Tour” as part of
the Garden Group’s repertoire.
I have asked for these gardens to be on the next
Chicken Run as they each have coops any selfrespecting chicken would be thrilled to live in,
and we would love to return in autumn when
the colours in the trees would be a sight to
behold.
It is a sign of the generosity and spontaneous
enthusiasm of the owners of the three gardens,
that they all said that we would be welcome
back. I strongly recommend that anyone at all
interested in gardens becomes a part of that
tour.
mountain.
Thank you for a wonderful day up in the mist at
(Continued from page 26)
From there we drove to Trish and Ken Jessop’s This is a stately, well-established garden that is, the top of the mountain, we will be talking
never the less, a work in constant progress, as
about it for months to come.
Lee Sharam
home, Wombat Hill, where in just ten years
they have created, and are still working on, a
garden to die for.
LC
This garden slopes from the house through
various ‘rooms’ some with trees nearly one
LINCOLN CONSTRUCTIONS
hundred years old, magnolias, rhododendrons,
pines and firs.
There are paddocks on the other side of a
running creek; a massive enclosed vegetable
garden and orchard; and a number of dams and All building projects
water features with beautiful boulders (as one
Domestic and Commercial
of us said, “That is what a woman wants, not
Fixouts
diamonds!”

Timber Flooring
Pergolas and Decking
Renovations (incl all trades)
Free quotes Friendly advice

P 0414 551 648 LicNo. 188071C
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This is living
The Bali specialists
We
refresh
our
stock
all the
time
seeking
to offer
variety
and
value
Our new premises are open 7 days a week from 10 am to 4 pm

165 Moss Vale Road
Kangaroo Valley
44 652 115
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How do we identify
heritage items ?
This is the second in a series of five articles on
Heritage by Don Godden, resident of Kangaroo
Valley and a member of the National Trust
guidelines for identifying and managing
Board of Directors.
heritage items.
Our Heritage is, in general terms, the
No Charter sets out all the answers to what we
collection of items that are important to
should do of course but the Burra Charter does
us and that we choose to leave to future
define some of the words we use when talking
generations. It is a concept that each of about heritage items. It also provides us with
us as individuals can relate to from our
the questions we should ask when we are trying
personal experiences.
to decide what we value and why we value it.
We all have valued items that were left to Perhaps most importantly the Charter provided
consistency in the way we find out what items
us by our forebears and we all possess
in our midst are heritage items and how we
items which belong to us or our family
manage them to retain their importance. Under
which we intend to leave to the next
the Burra Charter, 1999, ‘Cultural significance
generation. Identifying these items of
of an item means that the item has aesthetic,
personal significance (in other words our historic, scientific, social or spiritual value for

personal heritage), is a relatively simple
matter. It becomes far more problematic
when we have to decide collectively about
what ‘we’ as a community, a state, a
nation or the world value and wish to pass
on.
There have been many attempts at defining how
we identify these. From Ancient Rome to the
present day there have been laws and
restrictions on how we determine what these
items are and once they have been identified,
what we can do with these “things of
significance”. Our current thinking and our
legislation, arise from the 19th century debate
over the authenticity of the remnants of the
past. This is known as the ‘Scrape versus AntiScrape’ debate between the ‘restorers’ who
wanted everything to look shiny and new –
remodelled to suit a fictitious vision of the past
– versus those who believed old buildings
should look old and tell their own stories.
Several attempts at Charters and Conventions to
agree about how we decide what is significant
followed. The two most important in the
Australian context are the Venice Charter of
1964 and the Burra Charter of 1979. The
Venice Charter referred to ‘monuments’ and
many people in Australia felt that the things we
valued were a bit different. The Australian
Chapter of ICOMOS (International Council of
Monuments and Sites) got together in the South
Australian desert mining town of Burra and
thought about what ‘significance’ means for us.
The result of these deliberations was a
document known as the Burra Charter. The
Burra Charter is still the tool that most agencies
and individuals use to determine what is
important although it was updated in 1999. The
Charter consists of a series of concise
statements, in plain English, which provide
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past, present or future generations’.
Briefly:
! Aesthetic significance means that an item has
aspects which are attractive and can be
described in terms of say; form, scale, colour
and texture.
! Historic significance means the item was
associated with an important event or person
or had an impact on the development of a
place.
! Social significance means that the place or
item is important to a group of people for a
particular reason.
! Scientific significance means the place or
item has the potential to add to our

knowledge about a place or item.
The current legislation that applies to the
identification of heritage items is based in large
part, if not entirely on the Burra Charter. It is
important to understand not only the legislation
but also the process by which it was constituted.
In Kangaroo Valley today, the items identified
under legislation as having heritage significance
are those on the heritage schedule of the
Shoalhaven City Council. These include the
Anglican Church of the Good Shepherd, the
former Courthouse and Hampden Bridge to
name just three.
In a future article we will look more closely at
the significance of these items and how that
significance was determined.
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From $2,999
Husqvarna quality

Ring for a home demonstration
LAWN ‘POWER
Sales—Service—Repairs—Spares
Cnr. Berry & Plunkett Sts., Nowra NSW 2541
Phone 02 4421 4466
Facsimile02 4421 4708
www.lawnpower.com.au
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Kangaroo Valley — Remexio Partnership

Three recent projects
1. The Quilt
The finished quilt is
a gift from the heart
– 36 squares from
33 individuals, then
put together by
Louise Morgan.
The unstable
security situation in
East Timor has
curtailed visits by
Valley people since
May last year, so we
hope receipt of this
quilt will reassure
our friends in
Remexio that they
are not forgotten.

3. Bursaries

On 20 October, many of the contributors gathered to celebrate the quilt’s completion and
admire each other’s handiwork.

The final destination for the quilt is a
wall of the large main church in Remexio, which dominates the village
and holds more than 1000 people.

Kangaroo Valley has provided
bursaries for three young women
from Remexio to attend the
prestigious Baucau Teachers’
College, run by the Marist Bros. This
photograph was taken a few weeks
ago, as Agostinha, Eduarda, and
Genoveva set off for Baucau with the
new Remexio priest, Father David, to
begin their three year course. Our
Kangaroo Valley group believes that
education is of vital importance to the
future success of East Timor as a
nation, especially the education of its
women. So we are delighted that
these three have qualified for the
course and are willing to go so far
from home at a time when the
security situation remains unresolved.
We look forward to following their
progress and thank the Community of
St Josephs in the Valley for their
financial support of this project.

2. Solar Lighting
For the past several
months, Mike Moore
(pictured) has been
experimenting with a
solar lighting system,
using LED lights,
suitable for Remexio.
Finally satisfied his system works well,
last month Mike parcelled up the complete
kit and it was transported as far as Dili.
As soon as it can be arranged, the system
will be taken to Faturassa and installed.
Faturassa is an outlying village of
Remexio which has no electricity at all.
It is in Faturassa that Kangaroo Valley
funded a community centre (recently
completed). Using the renewable energy
of the sun, Mike’s lighting system will
provide the finishing touch to the centre,
and give night-time illumination to people
who have only ever had candles – when
and if they could afford them.

BerryVets
in
KangarooValley
Consultations between 10 and 12 am Tuesday

(House calls available after 12 noon)
Consultation by appointment
Please phone: 4464-1899
Address: 11 Rectory Park Way, Kangaroo Valley
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“drifting … on a lazy Sunday afternoon”
Feel like doing something different sometime on a weekend?
Just over the hill, Gabbys at Berry might be worth considering, if you are
looking for a time when you can enjoy a special, good value lunch,
alfresco and be spoilt for service as well..
Gabby’s Sunday Alfresco Special menu changes each week but on our
visit we had several options for our main courses, which were Grain Fed
Sirloin Steak, (with a sauce of the day, which happened to be Chasseur)
Fish of the day (which was Barramundi) and Chicken of the day.

The warmer spring weather makes this setting even more enjoyable
All these meals were served with salad and chips and as an added bonus
there was a complimentary glass of excellent Sparkling, Red or White
wine provided by De Bortolis Wines who are a major supporter of the
restaurant which is developing quite a following.
Call Carolyn or Richard for a booking, for a casual lunch or one of
their regular feature nights and you will be pleasantly surprised at
their dedication to the comfort and enjoyment of their patrons

Going to Sydney or the airport?
Going to Canberra?
Sporting events in Sydney?
Weddings?
Formals?
Social functions?
Special Occasions—up to 20 passengers
Wine & Garden tours of the Highlands
“Anywhere—Anytime”

Highlands Chauffeured Hire Cars
Are at your service:
24 Hours Seven days per week
Ring 0400 921 239
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Computers for Wrinklies with Mr Floppy
I Can Do That
Mr Floppy almost choked on his greens
watching election advertising.
"I don't know much about implementing
effective climate change policy, but
creating an ad campaign to make the
Government look greener? I can do that,"
an actor playing an advertising executive
says.
Lots of laughter as the ad continued to parody
the government advertising.
At the end a serious voice says “Authorized by
Getup, Sydney”
Who are GetUp and why are they spoofing
government advertisements in the run up to an
election?
In cyberspace GetUp may be found at
www.getup.org.au. GetUp’s website says that
“GetUp.org.au is a new independent political
movement to build a progressive Australia.
GetUp brings together like-minded people who
want to bring participation back into our
democracy”.

Whether you agree with GetUp or not, they are
an example of a political organization who
conducts much of its activities in cyberspace.
There are 206,302 members who are
immediately reachable by email. GetUp runs a
series of campaigns some of these are
considered complete (objectives reached) and
others on-going.
Rather than assume that all members want to be
involved in every campaign run by GetUp,
members choose which campaign they wish to
support.
The power of the members to choose what
campaigns to support makes GetUp a unique
lobbying tool.
Some of the current GetUp campaigns
Not With My Money The Federal
Government is tipped to spend $200
million on advertising this year alone
– not even including their own
election advertising!
The First Act Is Saying Sorry John
Howard has had an epiphany – the
Australian people want reconciliation.
Let’s seize this opportunity, as we

Council applauds Pride winners
Do it once. Do it well.
That is advice from Shoalhaven City Council’s
Ken Wills and Ray Massie.
Both were awarded Pride in Workmanship
Awards from the South Nowra Rotary Club at
a recent awards dinner.
Ken is the Building Supervisor [North] and
Ray is the Coastal Estuaries officer.
Ken, as Council’s Building Supervisor [North]
manages a team of 13 people, including
carpenters, painters, cleaners and apprentices.
Nominated by Council’s General Manager
Russ Pigg, Ken has worked with Council for
23 years and has spent the past 14 years as a
supervisor.

“Ken and his team are reliable and provide high
quality product,” Mr Pigg wrote. “Ken and his
team are proud of their building achievements
and have recently increased the number of
apprentices in their small team to three.”
Ray Massie is responsible for delivering many
projects involving works along the Shoalhaven
River or in the natural resource areas such as
Burrill Lake, or Greenwell Point.
He supervises different external contractors on
the various projects and provides an efficient
cost effective projects which provide the
community with high quality facilities such as
fishing platforms on Burrill lake, or the small

KANGAROO VALLEY EARTHMOVING
(ALSO TRADING AS KANGAROO VALLEY BOBCAT & TIPPER HIRE)
ABN 24 427 N930 266

NEW WOMBAT BOBCAT. 5 TONNE IHI EXTRACTOR
VOLVO TIP TRUCK, ROAD GRADER. ROLLER
THE FOLLOWING ATTACHMENTS COME also available, augers, trencher, rockbreaker, different sized buckets
Excavations, drainage, landscaping, small and narrow roads,
(we have the ideal grader for these roads, dam cleaning.

WE CAN CART roadbase, sand, soil,
mulch, blue metal etc (13 tonne)

Owner operators
GIVE US A CALL FOR A FREE QUOTE ON
44 651 172 or mobiles 0408 534 019 or 0407 786 512

ALSO NOW SUPPLYING
BUSHROCK from hand
held sizes, to display sizes
or for a large rock wall, or
the small rock wall, maybe
even rocking around your
dam edge.
Give us a call, this is
OUR SPECIALITY.
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head to a November 24 election, to
push for real action for a better future.
Climate Ad at the AFL Grand Final!
The AFL Grand Final was watched
by 2.57million viewers on Saturday
September 29.
For the last campaign GetUp sought donations
from the members so the GetUp climate change
advertisement could be played during the AFL
grand final.
Members raised over $200,000 so these
expensive advertising slots could be purchased.
It is organisations such as GetUp and web
spaces such as YouTube that are changing the
way politicians reach their audience and vice
versa.
This election a number of parties have their
own YouTube channels where ‘real videos’
jostle for your attention against spoof or edited
videos.
A YouTube video featuring Kevin Rudd as
Chairman Mao proved to be very popular on
YouTube.
I’d like to see that …. www.youtube.com
See you after the election
restoration and beach works around Greenwell
point.
Ray is also managing the Shoalhaven Coastline
Management Plan where international
consultant Umwelt is coordinating a plan to
deal with the entire 165km of coastline in the
city.
“Recognition that Council has diligent staff that
are proud not only of their city, but of the work
they are involved with each day is a source of
gratification for me,” Mr Pigg said.

Valley Voice news
please to
www.kvvoice@shoal.net.au

Valley Tourist
attractions and
activities
Canoeing
Kayaking Hire
Kangaroo Valley
Safaris
44 651 502
The Man from
Kangaroo Valley
Horse riding
44 651 912
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Harcourts
Tree Changers?? New Horizons
Matthews French
Over the recent weeks
Beechworth in Victoria’s north east Bring New Living
adventure.
has hosted the nation’s first
Much to Sandra’s
Styles
conference dedicated to the “Tree
delight, Matthew has
Change” phenomenon. One of the
many topics discussed was, that in
the boom times some rural towns
had experienced from
residents seeking a lifestyle change
could have a downside.
Most property values in sought
after towns had sky rocketed and
in some of these places the locals
cant buy a house or those
wanting to work in the area cant to
afford to live there.
In 2004, coastal councils from
around Australia formed the
National Sea Change Task Force to
help them deal with rapid
population and tourism growth.
The conference attended by
Academics and Town planners
called for State Governments to
factor into their planning the
fragile environmental areas that
most tree changes are
attracted to and the impact they
have. It was noted that in the
“Sea Change” you get lineal sprawl
along the beach, but in
“Tree Change” it is more dispersed.

P:4465 1996 F: 4465 1906
E:kangaroovalley@harcourts.com.au

Open 7 Days

A change in homes can also herald
a change in lifestyle. Those looking
at moving on from their
quarter-acre paradise might
suddenly discover the appeal of an
inner-city apartment, while city
dwellers might dream of a lifestyle
block in the countryside or a villa
in the suburbs. Whatever the
change and new horizons you have
in mind be prepared to make
well-informed decisions as part of
your move.
If it’s the ‘development potential’ of
a property which is your main
reason for buying it, check to see
what you can and can’t actually
develop before the purchase.
Councils limit what and how high
you can build, how much and
what part of your section can be
built on, and activities you plan to
do there (such as a small home
business).
Find out how your new
neighbourhood might change in
the future. New buildings and
businesses and even motorways
may be part of the area’s plan.
Don’t assume a quiet
underdeveloped area will stay that
way forever. Check your new views
won’t be built out, or even
disappear behind recently planted
trees. Ask the local council how
they will manage these plantings
once they get high enough to block
views and even sunlight. Moving to
a new environment can add an
exciting new dimension and
outlook to your life. But to make
the most of your move, it is
important to be well prepared for
the changes in lifestyle. Your
Harcourts
professional can advise you on the
range of issues involved with such
a change to ensure you make the
most of your new property.

arrived safe and sound
from his 4 week tour of
France complete with
new linguistic skills
and hundreds of tales to make us all
start saving for our turn.
Sandra can finally take a breath as
she sold just about everything on the
books while Matthew tasted fine
cuisine.

Market remains
buoyant
The market has
continued to
maintain its
momentum with
Sandra’s closing six
sales through October
including the highest
price
property in Kangaroo Valley in over
two years. The negotiations were
complex and extensive, but
enthusiasm and commitment will
always come through when dealing
with a difficult negotiation. Sandra has
definitely shown why her
enthusiasm for the Valley is
winning her many fans. She loves
what’s she does and her results have
definitely proven this.
Sandra is extremely personable & a
great asset to the business.

Without a doubt, Harcourts Kangaroo
Valley is the best Real Estate agency in
the Valley - the right people.
They have my recommendation.
Testimonial of
Mr & Mrs Mytka
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Do vegetables reduce cancer risk?
by Dr Rosemary Stanton, nutritionist
You may have read a recent newspaper
report claiming that there was no
relationship between the quantity of
vegetables consumed and the incidence of
cancer. Women were quoted as saying
how relieved they were that it was no
longer important to encourage their
children to eat their greens and how much
more popular they would be now that they
could indulge their children's preference
for pizza or pies.
I am frequently told that nutritionists
confuse people by constantly changing
their minds. In case, you don't have time
to read the rest of this piece, can I assure
you that there has been no change of
mind about the value of vegetables.
The idea that we can dispense with vegies is not
valid. Dozens of studies over many years have
found that fruits and vegetables do give
protection – not just for cancer, but also for
cardiovascular disease and diabetes.
The World Cancer Review Fund’s expert panel
checked all the available study results and
concluded there is convincing evidence that
vegetables and fruits decrease the risk of
cancers of the mouth and pharynx, oesophagus,
lung and stomach, while vegetables decrease
the risk of cancers of the colon and rectum.
They also found it probable that vegetables and
fruits give protection against cancers of the
breast, bladder, larynx and pancreas and
possible evidence for cervix, ovary,
endometrium and thyroid. Vegetables provided
possible protection for cancers of the liver,
prostate and kidney from vegetables.
The terms 'convincing', 'probable' and 'possible'
are assigned according to the weight of
evidence available. So if you have many large,
well conducted studies showing the same result,
the evidence is convincing. 'Possible' evidence
may mean that there were only a couple of
small studies, so more research is needed.
The Melbourne study that generated the recent
headlines did not find any significant difference
in the incidence of cancer between participants
who ate the most or the least vegetables.
It's worth asking why the Melbourne study
offered a different result and checking to see if
there is any valid explanation.
When you do this, several factors are worth
considering. The major finding occurred
because any effect of vegetable consumption
paled into insignificance compared with the
much greater effects of obesity and alcohol –
both of which had a very large effect on
increasing the risk of cancers. This fits with
other recent studies. In older studies, the effects
of excess weight were not apparent, probably
because the number of people who were
overweight has only escalated rapidly since
1985.

The Melbourne study asked people how often
they consumed a list of foods, including a list of
different vegetables – once a day, once or twice
a week or a month, or never. The method is
called a 'food frequency questionnaire' and it's
used because it gives information that can be
analysed by computer as cheaply as possible.
Asking people to keep food records gives a
more accurate result (although many people eat
differently when they know someone is going
to read their food diary), but is much more
expensive to process.
I find it hard to fill out a 'food frequency'
questionnaires. Sometimes I may eat lots of
zucchini or tomatoes or spinach or whatever is
in season (or in the garden) whereas at other
times, I may not consume some products for
weeks or months. My answers to the
questionnaire would be unlikely to reflect my
actual consumption.
Another problem is that people tell nutrition
researchers what they think they want to hear.
It’s possible that some people say they eat more
vegetables or fruit than they really do –
reporting what they intend to do rather than
what they actually do.
We already know from studies that people
typically over-report foods they think are
‘good’ and under-report their consumption of
things they think are ‘bad’ – like fats and
sugars. Salt is also under-reported. For
example, in a recent Tasmanian survey, half of
men and three quarters of women claimed they
no longer used salt at the table, and over half
said they didn't add it to their cooking.
However, when their salt intake was accurately
measured (which can be done from urine tests)
only 6% of the men and 36% of the women had
a salt intake that was below the upper limit
considered safe.

If a study shows there wasn’t much difference
between the ‘high’ and ‘low’ consumers of
vegies, then it's not surprising that no difference
in their incidence of cancer is apparent. It’s
also possible that the threshold of vegetable
consumption needed to reduce the incidence of
cancer is higher than the participants in this
study achieved.
A similar thing occurred in a very large study in
the United States a few years ago when
researchers reported that their study found that
dietary fibre had no protective effect on the
incidence of bowel cancer. It turned out that
the ‘highest’ consumers of fibre averaged 2025g of dietary fibre a day – well below the 30g
of fibre threshold that many studies have found
to be protective.
There is, of course, the possibility that
consumption of vegetables over the study
period (seven years in the Melbourne cohort) is
too short a time to see an effect. Bowel cancers,
for example, can take 25-30 years to develop.
Before ditching vegetables, we also need to
consider that vegetables have undisputed
benefits for cardiovascular disease, diabetes and
for our eyes (especially as we age). Fruits and
vegetables also play a valuable role in
displacing other less nutritious foods from the
diet.
The overarching message is that we do need to
eat our vegies!
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“PROPERTY SOLD IN 3 DAYS!” - these are definitely the headlines for this month!
We recently listed a stylish home on 5 acres. As soon as the ink was dry we went to
work to personally contact anyone on our data base who we thought would be
interested for a preview.
Not just anyone mind you …. having built up a good
relationship with buyers we were keen to contact only those we knew would be
impressed. With two appointments for inspections organized almost straight away,
the owners (with our expertise of course) were lucky enough to be able to negotiate the
price that made them happy within only a few days. “Wouldn’t it be luverly” if they
all went like that!
Recent sales in Kangaroo Valley
! House on 5 acres $1,035m
! House on 5 acres $855,000
! House on 2.5 acres $535,000
! 5 acre vacant block $520,000
! Gallery & residence $600,000+
! Commercial premises $500,000
Green Gum Cabins $1,800m
(just so you can keep an eye on the
value of your own property)

With most of the real estate sales in Kangaroo Valley going to
weekend owners, it is nice to note that three of our recent sales
have been to people who intend to reside permanently in KV.
David & Sally, who recently moved into Gordon & Gwen Bell’s old
place. (Say Hi if you see them!) Rob & Sue-Ellen will be moving into
Larraine & Carl’s place at Cedar Springs Road in December, as well
as John & Kerry moving into Linda & Marks at Willowglen Road.
Linda & Mark are moving back to the city lights and salt air of the
northern beaches – although they still have over a month of the
beautiful Valley to enjoy!

Our Creative Community –

The video advertisements for sponsors of the “Trivia Tonight Tonight” night, were a stroke of
genius. I’m sure that coming up with the ideas and then putting them into action took a lot of
work behind the scenes but the results were hilarious. The night was another fun time had by
all while raising money for a good cause – congratulations to all concerned!
Kangaroo Valley Getaways

“Ever upwards” is our motto – both in bookings and service!
Sally & Tanya continue to break records with problem free
bookings – as some of our landlords recently confirmed “I would just like to express my great satisfaction in the way Tanya
Chapman and Sally Sutton have looked after my holiday lettings at
Millers Springs. The bookings have increased dramatically since they
have been managing them for me and they have instigated some
beneficial marketing exercises that have generated consistent
bookings. All matters concerning Millers Springs have been handled
professionally including organising cleaning, suggestions for
improvements, client feedback, etc.” Kirk
"Tanya and Sally have been positive and enthusiastic supporters of
our home. The property has been rented almost every weekend and
holiday since we listed it and I have appreciated their professionalism
throughout."
Barry

Just change one letter, and hey presto,
we have a new word, with a very new
definition!…….
1. Cashtration (n.): The act of buying (or
building) a house, which renders the subject
financially impotent for an indefinite period of
time.
2. Intaxication: Euphoria at getting a tax
refund, which lasts until you realize that it was
your money to start with.
3. Sarchasm: The gulf between the author of
sarcastic wit and the person who doesn't get it.
4 Giraffiti: Vandalism spray-painted verrry,
verrry high.
Demand is currently
outstripping supply
–
We
have
genuine
qualifies
buyers
looking
for
quality
properties.

...the leading agent in Kangaroo Valley
www.kvre.com.au

165 Main Road

Ph 44651404
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KVVRFB Report
Since the last edition of the Valley Voice
we have been requested to attend eight
incidents.
A busy month for the brigade with callouts,
usual average is three callouts.
Add to this we have been doing familiarisations
of business properties within the Valley on each
of our training Wednesday nights.
First callout came at 11.54 am on Friday 28th
September for Beaumont and Kangaroo Valley
to respond to a grass fire on tourist Road
Beaumont.
After a short while we were able to get a crew
of 4 underway in Valley 1 with another crew
member at Valley Station getting Valley 2
ready in case it too was required.
As Valley 1 started heading up Cambewarra
Mountain they were called off by Beaumont
who were on scene at a small grass fire that
they had extinguished in quick time.
Valley 1 returned to station at 12.20 pm.
Second callout came at 1.29 pm on Wednesday
3rd October for Kangaroo Valley and Beaumont
to investigate a smoke sighting with the
location given as 10 km north of Moss Vale
Road and Kangaroo Valley Road intersection.
This day was the day of wild winds, high
temperature, low humidity and the first TOTAL
FIRE Ban day for the fire season, a worrying
thing only five weeks into Spring.
Before heading out in Valley 1 the five crew
talked on where the location of the fire (smoke)
could be and it was decided Upper River was
the way to go.

Kangaroo Valley Voice
So they headed off as Beaumont was making
their way down Berry Mountain to assist.
Traveling along Upper River Road the driver
noticed smoke coming from the direction of the
base of Berry Mountain and radioed fire control
for confirmation of initial call.
Beaumont was asked if they could see the
smoke and they felt it was towards Upper
River.
The Valley had a lot of smoke haze sitting
around all day so it was a little confusing as to
the predominant smoke.
Valley 1 crew asked Beaumont to check the
area along Glenmurray Road on the way, as
they turned around to head that way
themselves.
Beaumont crew found the grass fire at a
property on Glenmurray Rd that was impacting
on the old four bay shed.
Their crew went about property protection and
extinguishing the shed and its limited contents
as Valley 1 crew arrived on scene.
Together both crews extinguished the grass fire
and the portion of the shed that had started to
burn.
If not for the vigilant crew on Valley 1 that fire
may not have been noticed till later when crews
were somewhere at Upper River checking other
areas as first reported and in the terrible
conditions that fire may have impacted on a
number of houses in close proximity and with
the westerly wind blowing a gale head towards
Berry Mountain.
Valley and Beaumont crews returned to their
stations at 3.15 pm.
This fire resulted from a pile that had been
burnt up to a week earlier with, no permit
issued, which had large logs as part of the pile.
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These logs were just smoldering away waiting
for the right conditions, and this day was the
day.
Third callout came at 12.24 pm on Sunday 7th
October for Kangaroo Valley to respond to a
smoke sighting given as 10km west of an
address on Tallowa Dam Road in the Morton
National Park. A crew of three in Valley 1
headed off first along Tallowa Dam to try to
locate the smoke.
At the same time Valley 2 was getting
organized and they ended up with a crew of six
and were asked to head out along Jacks Corner
road to see if they could get a bearing on the
smoke, Beaumont Brigade called on with a
crew on standby at their station if required and
Falls Creek Brigade on hearing the radio
messages offered to go up Nowra Hill to also
give bearings to the smoke.
Valley 1 crew came across the smoke/fire and
using maps/compass was able to give grid
references to fire control as to the location of
the fire.
This information, along with magnetic bearings
from Falls Creek Brigade we were able to give
the fire as on the western side of Yurunga
Creek on Sawers Spur near Purnoo lookout.
The information on this fire, being out of our
area at the time, was passed on to National
Parks who were getting a helicopter in the air to
spot and track the fire and RFS Brigades in the
Southern Highlands were notified as well to the
situation.
As there was nothing we could do at the time
Beaumont, Falls Creek, Kangaroo Valley 1 and
2 were all stood down and returned to station.
This fire being in a remote area was most likely
(Continued on page 42)
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The Sports Report
Valley boy’s
successful rugby
tour
Ben Selby and his family
have returned from
Samoa and New Zealand
where Ben was a member
of the NSW U15’s
Country Rugby Union
Side with a squad 25
players.
The boys managed to win
their 3 games in Samoa in
stifling conditions but went
down to NZ in their one
game at Northlands.
The highlight was for Ben
to be named player of the
tour. Photo shows Ben
flanked by proud parents
David and Sharon
contaminated materials and to vaccinate
Kangaroo Valley
animals in buffer zones surrounding infected
(Continued from page 10)
areas.
Pony Club
have a major impact on horses and their
Currently, vaccination is limited to buffer
Newsletter
owners.
zones, the aim of which is to prevent disease
There is still a window of opportunity to
spread out of the infected zones. Vaccination is
eradicate the virus as currently only a relatively not currently used outside buffer zones as it is
small percentage of NSW is infected and there likely to mask signs of natural infection and
is no long-term carrier state.
make disease spread harder to detect.
The strategy being employed to eradicate EI is Zones
to stop the relocation of infected animals and
NSW has been divided into 4 zones;
green – free from know infection;
amber – at risk of infection;
red – 10 km radius surrounding infected
properties;
purple – extremely high level of
infection.
Movement is allowed within green zones
when the horse is accompanied with a transport
Well if the wet weather had not put a
permit (Traveling Horse Statement), available
dampener on our pony club activities earlier
from the Department of Primary Industries
in the year, EI (Equine Influenza) certainly
(DPI) website www.dpi.nsw.gov.au
has, in fact the NSW Pony Club Association
How long will it last?
Authorities are unable to answer this question has cancelled all pony club events including
state competitions until 2008.
as the virus is behaving differently from
I have been keeping our members up to date
overseas strains.
with all the information being sent out about EI
Equine animals with the Australian variant of
and have encouraged everyone to sit tight until
EI have been found to shed the virus for 30+
days, where as it was previously thought to be we are given the all clear.
This means not leaving your property on your
shed from infected animals for only 5-8days
horse and not riding with someone from even a
post-infection.
Once the shedding time is quantified and there neighbouring property.
are no new cases reported, it will be possible to It has been a very trying time especially when it
means not having the farrier visit, not being
determine an end-point for the restrictions.
able to ride with our friends and compete at
Updated information
Gymkhanas.
I’ve just checked the dpi website and Kangaroo
Equine Influenza Hotline: 1800 675 888
Valley is now a amber zone which is a
DPI website: www.dpi.nsw.gov.au
Horse Emergency Contact Database (to receive restricted area.
For anyone interested the dpi website address is
email updates): www.horsecouncil.org.au
www.dpi.nsw.gov.au/equine-influenza
Supplied by
Sharon Selby
Berry Vet Clinic

Equine Influenza crisis
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Kangaroo Valley Men’s Bowls – Good Gold Again!
The end of the interclub competition
came to a close on the weekend with
the “Consistency Singles” champion
decided in the closest final of the
clubs’ history.
The game of consistency is for the first
player to reach 150 points wins, with

points allocated to the four closest bowls
to the jack at each end.

The finalists were Col Good and Phil
“Jingles” Chittick who had to fight tooth and
nail in their lead up games just to survive.
Col had defeated one of the favourites Adam
Rigney in his semi-final and his extra years of
experience paid off to making the final.
Jingles eliminated his brother Ken “Skip”
Chittick in a great game to set up a semi-final
against young-gun Nathan Jones.
Nathan recently won the Major-Minor Pairs
KV local eight year old, Jenson Barker, Trophy and has been in fine form since that
glorious win.
competed in the 10 Km section of the
This time Nathan was leading 148 to Jingles’
Fitzroy Falls Marathon running event
142 and on the last end Jingles ripped through
on Saturday 13th October.
by scoring a perfect 10 pointer to steal the
The course is a track through the bush using
game – the agony and the ecstasy.
fire trails and local roads.
The final between Col and Jingles was a neck
Being three beautiful scenic runs in one - 5km,
and neck thriller with Jingles leading
10km and 42km - it is also known to be very
throughout the whole game.
challenging with some rough terrain.
Jenson came across the line in 54.26 minutes,
finishing an impressive 40th out of 101
competitors.
His biggest achievement of the day was being
the 1st male under 20 yrs old to finish the run.
Not bad for an eight year old from Kangaroo
Valley!
Jenson also competed in the 9 Km Bridge Run
in Sydney in September.
It was a very different race as it went across the
Harbour Bridge and through The Botanical
Gardens.
There were also 9,000 other competitors.
He finished a strong 25th out of 125 entrants in
the 0-11 Years Male category.

Young athlete excels

Victor in the sensational tie—Col Good
At one stage Col was 20 points behind but
continued to gnaw at the gap.
Then on the final end with Jingles leading on
147 to Col on 143, Col scored 7 points to
Jingles 3 taking both totals to 150.
As with this game it is the first to reach 150
points wins, so as Col scored the closest bowls
to the elusive jack he is granted the victory –
what a game!
This completed our competition matches for
2007 just in time as the green is to be taken-out
for upgrading from 22nd October until early in
the new year.
The future for the valley club will be even
brighter in 2008 with the proposed
amalgamation with the very successful Nowra
Bowling Club.
Here’s to the future for all!
The Bias One -

The closest of good things—Phil Chittick

ANJON PROFESSIONAL SERVICES
MINI DINGO DIGGER HIRE
MOBILE LOG SPLITTING
JOHN MCKINLEY
KANGAROO V ALLEY
MOBILE - 0428 610 508
A.H. - 4465 1181
FAX - 4465 1904

Having a mum who was a great runner in her
youth and an aunt that used to compete against
Melinda Gainsford (and beat her), this year
Jenson has well and truly caught the running
bug.
He has already competed at district level in
school cross country and athletics events and
he is very keen to run some more long distance
events next year including The City to Surf.
We will keep you posted as to how he is
progressing.

* MOBILE LOG SPLITTING
* CHAINSAW OPERATING
* LAWN MOWING
* FIREWOOD SUPPLIES
* 4 IN 1 BUCKET
* TRENCHING
* POST HOLE BORING
* SOIL LEVELLING
* POLY PIPE LAYING
* ROTARY HOEING
* STUMP GRINDING
* ANGLE BLADE
* RUBBISH REMOVAL

DIFFICULT & CONFINED AREAS 1.1 MTR ACCESS
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Them what whispers down the well,
About the goods they ‘ave to sell,
Will not make as many dollars,
As thems wot climbs up trees an’ ‘ ollers.

Eccles Electrical
Ph 44651037

email: chamalon@optusnet.com.au
*All Electrical jobs including- domestic and commercial

*Refrigeration/Air-con

*Plus Pump Repairs

~Emergency Service Available~

The Village Green Nursery

Paul Obern Arborist Services

Pot Plant to Paddock—Natives, Exotics, Fruit and
Ornamental trees, Tubestock, windbreaks and Hedging

Qualified Tree Surgeon with 10 years Experience

NEW SEASON FRUITAND ORNAM ENTALTREES AND ROSES
Ph/fax 44 651 533 Janet or Darren
for helpful service and advice
“council carpark” Kangaroo Valley, open 7 days

Tree Reductions, Section Felling, Felling, Dead Wooding, Fire
Reduction Clearing, Thinning, Mulching, Dangerous Trees
Removed – all sizes

Call Paul Tel: 02 44651391 or Mobile No. 0403 610 236
Free quotes—Competitive Prices Kangaroo Valley Area

Miss Shelleys Flower Shop
shop 1/98 queen street Berry, (behind newsagents)

bh.02 4464 3674 mob. 0422 687 854
Innovative, Creative, Original and Traditional
Flowering Hours
Monday to Saturday 8.30 am - 5.30 pm
Sunday and public holidays 10-4 pm

For all your electrical, data & telephone requirements

Phone: 4422 3588 Mobile 0427 442 004

DRYDEN PLUMBING SERVICES
Plumber, Drainer & Gasfitter

"Your local 'easy being green' Tradesman."
Offering FREE watersaver shower heads & energy efficient light globes
with any callout.

Call Mark or Margo
Phone 44651503 Mobile 0413 99 1080
Lic. No. 11234
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MIKE & CATHY GORMAN

Massage Therapist
Karen Palmer DRM
0417 407 212
ATMS accredited
Health fund rebates
Deep tissue, remedial, relaxation and pregnancy treatments available
Monday (all day), Wednesday and Saturday mornings

Commencing June 4
Ambulance station community complex

!
!
!

Electrical Installations – Home/Business
Smoke detectors, Surge protectors, Safety switches
Garden and Entertainment lighting

Mobile: 0427651540
Phone/Fax: 44651540
1005 Wattamolla Rd Wattamolla, 2535
Lic No. 46822C ABN 76 031 101 072

Ian McLean
Phone 4464 3267
Mobile 0427 643 267

Kangaroo Valley Security
Regular and casual patrols of
properties and premises
Alarm responses – Security signage
Static guarding
Sales of alarms and associated equipment
Fully licensed security operative servicing the Valley
Ph 44 651 659 Mob: 042 865 1659
Master Licence No: 407376632

“KANGAROO VALLEY” WATER CARTAGE
LOCALLY OWNED DOMESTIC WATER CARRIERS

Call us for all your:
1: domestic water needs
2: swimming pool fills or top ups
3: when installing septic tanks or water tanks
4: roadwork or driveway wet downs
5: any other of your bulk water requirements
Local rubbish service on a weekly or fortnightly basis
Call: Mark & Jodi: 4465-1042 or 0418 426343
Craig & Donna: 4465-2170 or 0421 857207

KANGAROO VALLEY
PLUMBING SERVICES

Lee Dale:
Tel 0405 224043
Licence No: 158073C
KANGAROO VALLEY
PHYSIOTHERAPY
Doug Moore

24 hours—7 Days Emergency Service
15 years experience

Physiotherapist
Mobile: 0439 401 120
Email: Thevalleyphysio@hotmail.com
KV Ambulance Station, Mondays

Same day
hot water system replacement
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tow truck company to retrieve the car so the
two tow trucks that had arrived earlier wasted
their time coming over.
(Continued from page 37)
So by the time it was all sorted, road cleared we
started by a lightning strike from the night
before that had been smoldering away until the eventually arrived back at station at 9.30 pm
Fifth call was little more than a waste of time.
wind came up around lunchtime.
Kangaroo Valley was paged at 4.27 pm
We later found out that there were three
helicopters water bombing that fire in the next Wednesday October 10 to attend an MVA
about 10 km north of the village.
couple of days which extinguished the fire.
I am not sure if ground crews were deployed at A crew of three arrived at station to be told by
the local Ambulance Officer that he had
any time from brigades from the highlands.
attended and that the accident had happened
The fire ended up being inside Penrose RFS
nearly an hour earlier and that all was ok and
area.
Fourth call came at 7.24 pm on the same day, cleared.
We radioed fire control who found that the
Sunday 7th October for Kangaroo Valley to
request had come from police to attend oil on
assist at an MVA on Barrengarry Mountain
the road.
between Kangaroo Valley and Fitzroy Falls.
A crew of three arrived at an unusual accident; So off we went, put down kitty litter and back
we still don’t know the exact way it happened, home.
Time out was 30 minutes.
between two cars traveling in the same
Sixth call came at 2.20 pm on Friday 12
direction, both with damage to their left hand
October for Kangaroo Valley to respond to
sides.
another MVA, this time on Jacks Corner Road.
Injuries were sustained by a lady in one of the
The accident had actually happened nearly an
cars who was being treated by a local
hour earlier.
Ambulance officer.
The driver had actually been dropped off at the
We assisted where we could and helped with
Kangaroo Valley Ambulance Station by a
traffic until police arrived.
Now what should have been a quick process for passing motorist, where he was assessed.
The Ambulance officer called for police and
the police to sort out became long winded as
there was an assault by people from one car to another ambulance to attend the Ambulance
Station as the Driver seemed to be suffering an
the driver of the other.
Then another Ambulance had to arrive to assist illness.
We were called out by 000 who had received a
with the patient and transport them to hospital
call from a motorist who came across the car in
as well as check other occupants of the
the middle of the road leaking fluid.
vehicles.
A crew of three headed out and was joined by
Then the driver of one car wanted their own
the highway patrol Officer and together we
moved the car off the
road where it had ended
up after the driver lost
control on the dirt and
slammed the
Dip Rem. Mass ATMS
embankment, made sure
(over 25 yrs. experience)
it was safe and flagged
it so no more calls
Mobile service
would be received.
FRI / SAT / SUN
We returned to station at
Ring after 6pm 44652063
3.15 pm.
Specialise in tourist/clientele, bed & breakfast

KVVRFB Report

MASSAGE THERAPIST
Janice Lunnon

J. T. Rebbeck - Earthmoving Contractor
4465 1329 Mobile 0414 744 258
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Seventh call came at 9.19 am on Tuesday 16
October, a day of predicted extreme weather
and declared a day of total fire ban.
Beaumont and Kangaroo Valley were asked to
investigate a fire at the bottom of Barrengarry
Mountain near Bunkers Hill Rd.
A crew of five in Valley 1 headed off and
smoke could be seen on a property nearing
Bunkers Hill Rd.
On arrival we were greeted by the property
owner who advised us that it was a flare up of a
burn the day before that was done to get rid of
the remains of a dead cow.
The fire posed no danger at the time but with
the prediction of 60+kph winds, humidity of
11% and temps of 32 and that it was a total fire
ban day the fire had to be extinguished.
Beaumont Brigade was stood down prior to
leaving their station.
It took a full tanker of water and 20 minutes to
extinguish the “fire” due to its location.
Crew members returned to station at 10.15 am.
Eighth call came at 12.12 pm on Wednesday
17 October to respond to a grass fire at an
address on Wattamolla Rd.
Just as the crew of four on Valley 1 were about
to leave the station the pagers again were set off
at 12.23 pm for both Kangaroo Valley and
Beaumont to respond to the fire on Wattamolla
Rd. Kangaroo Valley arrived on scene to a
small fire that had started either by a hot motor
from a whipper snipper or a discarded cigarette.
The Valley crew went about extinguishing what
was left of the fire.
Beaumont arrived to assist and after a short
time we all returned to our stations with
Kangaroo Valley signing off at 1.45 pm
Note;
1 I’ve been asked to mention again that if you
have or see an incident that may require the
services of the Brigade to please ring 000 and
not the captain or individual members.
By ringing members direct time is wasted as
that member has no tools in place to be able to
set of pagers for crews to turn out. The person
would have to ring 000 anyway for the system
to be put in motion. 000 will always get you the
quickest result.
2. On days where a Total Fire ban is declared
there is a sign set up on the power pole at the
corner of Moss Vale Rd & Broughton St
(Ambulance Station) as a reminder.
3. During the fire danger season (01 Sept-01
April) all fires, except to cook on or for heating,
require a permit. On total fire ban days even
these types of fires are banned. Three of the
above calls came because of fires lit without
permits.
Craig Winter for KVVRFB

Council Newspaper
(Continued from page 11)

Reliable service,
excellent equipment, competitive quotes.

Which public works program will be scrapped?
What Council service will be slashed in order to
pay for Shoalhaven City Council’s very own
propaganda unit? Clr Anderson, when Council
is nearly $70 Million in debt – where is the
money going to come from?” Mr Ward asked.
Editor’s note.
What do Valley Voice readers think about this
proposal? Emails to kvvoice@shoal.net.au
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Wot’s on in the Valley

Claim the date!

Special events November 2007
January 26 Annual Wattamolla Community
Picnic. . 4 til whenever.

Nov 3 Art, craft, music photography 163 Walkers Lane 10am—4 pm 4465 2244

January 27, 2008 Kiola Harp Ensemble

Nov 3 Kangaroo Valley Pool opens 7-30 am
Nov 10 Sydney Piano Trio, Arts in the Valley

May 1-3, 2009 Kangaroo Valley Arts Festival.

Nov 11, Meeting KVB & RC 10 am
Nov 11 Kangaroo Valley Pre school fete Riverside Park 10 am to 4 pm
Nov 11 David Pereira and Larry Sitsky, Arts in the Valley
Nov 25 Bluegrass and folk Glenquarry Peace Hall from 11 am

Organisations are invited to use this page to claim the date
for any events they are planning, so as to avoid doubling up
and clashes with other groups.

Nov 27 Lions Youth of the Year chosen

Monthly events
KV Rural Fire Service meeting – 7.30 pm – Fire Shed – Bill Chittick 4465 1242
Senior Citizen’s Meeting - 10.15 am – Kangaroo Valley Bowling Club.
Environment Group – 6 pm – The Ambulance Community Complex –
Peter Stanton 4465 1688
Pioneer Museum Park – 1 pm – Garth Chittick 4465 1367
Pioneer Settlement Trust—Pioneer Museum Park - 10.30 am - Garth Chittick 4465 1367
A & H Meeting – 7.30 pm - K.V. Hall – Betty Allan 4465 1154

Mon (1st)
Mon (2nd)
Mon (2nd)
Mon (3rd)

Tues (2nd)
Tues (3rd)
Tues (3rd)

CWA 10 am to 12, 12 Speaker, 12.30 pm Combined Luncheon,
1 pm to 2.15 pm Meeting
Pre School Meeting
Pioneer Museum Park Trust 10-30 am Elaine Apperley 4465 2026
KV Historical Society 1 pm Garth Chittick 4465 1367

Thurs (2nd)

P. & C. Meeting – – KV School

Fri (2nd)

View Club Gen Meeting & Luncheon – 12 pm – Source at Kangaroo

Tues (1st)

Brogers Creek Landcare – Andrew or Liz 4465 1482
Upper Kangaroo Valley Landcare, meet at Upper
Kangaroo Valley Hall 9-11 am Contact Tess Heighes 4422 7147
Sun (1st)
Family Friendly Contemporary Service – 9.30 am – Anglican Church 4465 1585
Family Evening Service 6-30 pm Uniting Church 4464 1034
Sun (2nd)
Communion & Traditional Service – 9.30 am – Anglican Church 4465 1585
Communion Service 9 am Uniting Church 4464 1034
Sun (3rd to 5th) Worship Service 9 am Uniting Church4464 1034
Sat (last)
Sat (3rd)

Bi-weekly events
Tuesday (2nd & 4th)

Lions Club – 7 pm Carolyn Green 4465 1384

Thursday (1st & 3rd)

Men’s Group7.30 pm - Bob Dunn 4465 1056

Weekly events
Mon – Fri Bus Service to Nowra and Highlands 4423 5990
Mon –Tues-Thurs-Fri Mass St. Joseph’s 11 am
Mon
Bingo – 5 pm KVB&RC
Mon
1-3 pm Women's Bible Study
Anglican Hall 44651585
Mon&Wed 10-12 am Women's Bible Study Anglican Residence 44651585
Mon Wed Thurs 1-3 pm Women's Care & share Anglican Hall 44651585
Tues
9 am Association Croquet
Tues Men's Bowling - 1.30 pm, Casual
Contact Club 4465 1175 & leave name
Tues
10-12 & 6-8 Iyenga Yoga 44 651 364
Tues
8 pm Meditation Group ph 0427 383 645
Tues
Cuppa & kids Sunday School Hall 10am
Wed
Mass St Joseph’s 6-20 am
Wed
Tai Chi Hall 8.30 am 4447 8332
Wed
Croquet Club 9 am Valley Club
Wed
Rural Fire Service Training at Shed 6pm
Wed 6-8 pm Iyenga yoga contact 44 651364
Thurs 5 pm Golf Croquet
Exercise Class 9-15 am KV Hall
Walking group P.O. 10 am
Fri 2 pm Association Croquet
Sun
Bowling Club - 'Barefoot Bowls'
From 11.00 am
Sun
KV Rural Fire Service Training –
Fire Shed 9 am
Sun
Anglican Church
8-30 am Traditional service
10 am Contemporary service and
Sunday School
Sun
Mass - St. Joseph’s Church, 11 am
Sun
Uniting Church Worship 9 am (2nd to
5th Sun) and Worship 6.30 pm (1st)

*
The Kangaroo Valley Voice is delivered free to all house and land holders within the mountain boundaries of the Valley
*Subscription to the Voice is available at a cost of $36 per year
Our data base of addresses needs to be updated regularly so if your address is incorrect please let us know.
Please tick the appropriate box:

I AM A NEW RESIDENT
I HAVE PURCHASED PROPERTY
SUBSCRIPTION - (Cheque or Money Order only thank you)
CHANGE OR ALTER ADDRESS

Your Mailing Address:Name _________________________________________________________________
Address _______________________________________________________________________________________________Post Code__________
K.V. Voice Office:- Pioneer Farm, Kangaroo Valley 2577. Phone (02) 4465 1621
If you wish to advertise, have a story to tell, or know of any item you feel would be of interest to our readers we would love to hear from you
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SCHOOLS & CHURCHES
EMERGENCIES
Preschool
Jacinta Powell
4465 1327
Police
13 1444 or 4421 9699
Public School
Mark McCarthy 4465 1182
Ambulance
000
P&C
Dougall Blanch 4465 1182
Poisons
13 1126
Scots College
Ian Boyle
4465 1089
Integral Energy
13 1003
Bomaderry High Marylin Henderson4421 0699
Lifeline
13 1114
Anglican Church Graham Castle
4465 1585
Fire
000
Sunday School Irene Dunn
4465 1056
SPORTS & EXERCISE
Cuppa and kids Shannon Chittick 4465 1367
Nigel Lewis
4446 0638
Catholic Church Anne Dynon
4464 1910 Tennis Club
Greg Thompson 4465 1531
Uniting Church John Brentnall
4464 1034 Cricket Club
Golf Club
John Rose
4464 2384
Canoe Club
Graeme Mounsey 4465 1597
CHARITIES & SERVICE GROUPS
Sharon Selby
4465 1186
CMR Institute
Isabel Butler
4465 1248 Pony Club
4465 1341
Lions
Tony Barnett
4465 1800 Ladies Bowling Margery Good
4465 1035
V.I.E.W. Club
Betty Allan
4465 1154 Men’s Bowling Phillip Chittick
Vinnie Winch
4465 1448
C.W.A.
Gwen Nelson
4423 1193 Fishing Club
Heather Kelly
4465 1608
Amnesty Int.
Libby Turnock 4465 1357 Croquet Club
Environment
Pamela Davis
4465 2285
Wires
4862 1788 Group Secretaries - please check & update details

AGES & STAGES
Nursing Mothers Karen Beeston
Cubs/Scouting
Cathy Gorman
Senior Citizens
Bez McKenzie

If undelivered please return to :-

SURFACE MAIL
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4465 1098
4465 1540
4465 1873

OTHER ORGANISATIONS
Brogers Creek Landcare Andrew
4465 1482
Pioneer Museum Elaine Apperley 4465 2026
Historical Society Garth Chittick 4465 1367
Osborne Park/Hall J. Lenz
4465 1272
A & H Society
Betty Allan
4465 1154
K.V..Rural Fire S Bill Chittick
4465 1242
Tourist Assn
Sue Foster
4465 1165
Iyengar Yoga
Rose Andrews 4465 1364
Rock-Wallaby
Melinda Norton 4887 8256
Alcholics Anonymous Rick
4465 1113
Upr/Rvr Prog Assn D. Loneragan 4465 1364
K.V.C.A..
Tony Barnett
4465 1800
KV Garden Group Lee Sharam
4465 1756
FYRE
Karen Harrison 4465 1699
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